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1. Introduction

In our increasingly interconnected world, where small end-node devices significantly contribute to
data collection and processing, these devices must be protected to ensure data confidentiality and
privacy and to prevent IP theft and counterfeiting. Many devices in this context are out in the field
and accessible to attackers. Therefore, in particular, hardware-related attacks must be considered.
As a consequence, secret information needs to be stored and processed in a way so that attacks
cannot annihilate security mechanisms. In other words, it is not sufficient to use algorithms that are
mathematically secure. These algorithms must also be implemented in a way such that they do not
leak information that can be revealed by observing channels correlated to the secret, so-called side
channels. In addition, the system must remain secure, even if an attacker tempers with it. While
the abovementioned holds for any hardware implementation of a cryptographic algorithm, this
work focuses on mechanisms that exploit hardware-intrinsic security. But what is behind the term
"hardware-intrinsic security"? The following gives a definition for this collection.

Definition 1.1 Hardware-Intrinsic Security refers to any kind of security mechanism that is
based on physical features of the hardware not fully controlled by the manufacturer or any other
person, including malicious parties.

The most apparent technology in this regard and the focus of this collection are Physical Unclonable
Functions (PUFs): Every device suffers from process variations in the manufacturing step. For
chips, e.g., fluctuations in doping concentration or oxide thickness can be named as such variations.
Usually, such variations are minimized since they make the performance of a chip less predictable
and can cause a large portion of produced chips to fail to meet specified performances. Nevertheless,
variations cannot be canceled entirely and are not fully under the control of a manufacturer. In
terms of hardware security, this means that devices have an intrinsic feature, which neither can be
fully controlled nor can the concrete realization for a chip be predicted. Since this holds for the
manufacturer and any other person, particularly for attackers, the features are candidates to become
a root of trust. Silicon-based PUFs are on-chip measurement circuits that allow for deriving secret
information from process variations. Their main applications are key storage, chip identification,
chip authentication, fingerprinting, and tamper protection.
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Remark: Through the concept of PUFs, hardware-intrinsic security is strongly related to
the concept of physical layer security: Physical layer security normally refers to the concept of
protecting secret information through the physical properties of the transmission channel between
devices. Hardware-intrinsic security can be seen as a complement to this concept, which allows for
deriving secret information from inside of a device. The concept of PUFs also relates hardware-
intrinsic security to biometrics since the physical properties of a device can be seen as a kind of
device fingerprint. As a consequence, several theoretical concepts from physical layer security
as well as from biometrics are relevant and can be adapted to the domain of hardware-intrinsic
security. However, the idea of hardware-intrinsic security as it is understood in this collection also
goes beyond: It also covers implementations for on-chip security like probing detection or random
number generation.

In the different works presented in this collection, mechanisms are researched, which contribute
to the goal of making future hardware more secure by entangling security mechanisms with
hardware features. More precisely, the contributions are mostly related to PUFs and consider:

• Methods to increase the security of hardware-intrinsic designs.
• Hardware-related attacks like Side-Channel Analysis (SCA) and Fault Injection Analy-

sis (FIA), in the sense that security primitives are analyzed and improved in this regard.
This includes new methods to protect against probing attacks and the development of new
approaches to derive and process secret information.

• Statistical evaluation of PUFs as the primitives exploiting hardware-intrinsic features.
With these contributions, this collection significantly enhances and improves the state of the art.



2. Motivation and Summary of Contributions

The previous chapter has introduced on a high level what hardware-intrinsic features are. How-
ever, the questions of why they should be preferred in certain situations over classical security
mechanisms and why it is worth advancing research in this domain remained unanswered.

To answer these questions, take the concept of PUFs as the most important example in this
domain. PUFs have been investigated in scientific research for more than twenty years. During
this time, they developed from a promising new idea to security primitives, which can be found
nowadays in many products. They owe their success to the fact that they are based on hardware-
intrinsic features and can be built in silicon. These features are present in any manufactured circuit
and do not require additional steps in the fabrication. At the same time, it is deemed impossible to
read out the relevant process variations of a chip from external. Thus, if the concrete realization
of process variations on a chip is considered a secret, it can be regarded as, at first glance, more
secure and, at the same time, cheaper than storing an artificial secret on the chip. This illustrates
why hardware-intrinsic features are a relevant research field for security in general: If these features
can be exploited, they might offer a high level of security at a low price since they do not rely on
a specific technology and can be implemented with low effort. As such, they are also promising
candidates that can be implemented in low-cost devices.

However, the research on PUFs has shown that it depends on their concrete implementation and
application whether implementations based on hardware-intrinsic features are secure. Thus, the first
bunch of contributions in this collection care about the implementation and application of PUFs.
While key storage solutions based on hardware-intrinsic features exist and are already in the market,
novel protocols and more efficient approaches are still of interest. In that research field, in particular,
PUFs with challenge-response behavior are considered in this collection, and their application in a
novel protocol has been researched. If such implementations are suggested, also the limitations
must be well understood. For this purpose, the vulnerability of such approaches to machine learning
is analyzed, showing a novel attack strategy pointing out the limits of storing secrets with PUFs
with a challenge-response behavior. These results give interesting insights, e.g., regarding the error
correction needed in this context to derive a reliable secret from noisy measurement data provided
as PUF responses: They demonstrate that certain rather complex error correction codes might be
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beneficial for such applications. Thus, a novel decoder for an error correction code – a decoder for
a Polar code – was studied for its applicability in the PUF context. It was demonstrated that such a
decoder has indeed a much higher latency and area footprint than classically used decoders but that
it is still possible to implement such beneficial structures with reasonable effort.

As already mentioned, the security of hardware must take side channel leakage into consid-
eration. For the context of hardware-intrinsic features, the claim is that reading a secret from
off-chip is not possible. However, while this holds for direct measurement, it does not imply that it
is impossible to observe the circuit that measures process variations on a chip or the processing
of such measurement results into secret information. Thus, corresponding SCA attacks are of
particular importance in the context of hardware-intrinsic features due to their exploitation in the
context of lightweight devices that are virtually always accessible by an attacker. For the same
reason, tampering with the device, which is done in order to insert faults and to conclude from
observed faulty behavior on the secret, must be considered. In addition, hardware-intrinsic features
can serve as detection mechanisms for attacks. The intrinsic runtime of a signal over a wire, e.g.,
can indicate a probing attack on this wire.

Since hardware-related attacks play such a significant role, the second bunch of contributions
in this collection deal with it: The first part discusses the topic of side-channel attacks on a specific
oscillator-based PUF. On the one hand, this provides insight regarding vulnerabilities of such PUF
types given classical quantization techniques as well as novel, more efficient ways to derive secret
PUF responses from PUFs. On the other hand, these contributions illustrate concepts of how to
prevent attacks on PUF primitives. Two basic paths are taken: (i) As for classical cryptographic
algorithms, randomness can be used to hide information from an attacker. Depending on the
concrete strategy for quantization, the required randomness can be generated by the PUF on
the fly or a significant number of random bits would be needed, resulting in the demand for an
additional random number generator. This collection also discusses the potential implementation
of a lightweight solution but shows that such an approach is doomed to fail. (ii) The second path
suggests a method to overcome a particular attack by modifying the design so that the measurement
of oscillation frequencies is no longer easily possible. Such a method allows for the protection of a
PUF without the need for randomness.1

But not only research regarding the vulnerabilities of PUF primitives is presented in this
collection. Also, the post-processing from a noisy PUF response to a reliable secret key was
under research. In this regard, side-cannel attacks have already been considered in the past. The
contribution in this collection takes another novel approach: It analyzes the susceptibility of a
concrete error correction against FIA. It shows that clock glitching is a powerful attack on a
PUF-based system: While the remaining entropy after an attack is higher than for a side-channel
attack on the unprotected system, it can be mounted under less strict assumptions than SCA attacks
on the same setting and might still be possible if masking countermeasures are implemented.

If secret information is present and transmitted on a chip, microprobing might be an attack
vector. Therefore, in the second bunch of contributions, a novel probing detection mechanism is
suggested and implemented, too. It exploits that the intrinsic delay of a wire is modified by attaching
a microprobe, making the probe detectable. Effectively, similar strategies as for oscillator PUFs are
exploited: By realizing an oscillation, the same wire is measured multiple times, improving the
resolution of the measurement, and differential comparison of multiple oscillators is used to get
rid of environmental effects. However, different from the PUF concept, any form of local process
variations can become an issue for such a concept. Using a simple calibration technique, however,
makes the concept suggested in this contribution practical.

The last bunch of contributions in this collection targets another critical issue in the design

1It shall be noted that yet unpublished research indicates that – while the attack seems indeed harder – novel
mathematical concepts and the exploitation of other leakage points might be used to still mount an attack.
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of security mechanisms that are based on hardware-intrinsic features: the evaluation. While first
PUFs are in the market, they lack certification. I.e., chips with PUFs are certified but only in a
context where PUFs do not provide the root secret. To overcome this issue, a consistent strategy for
evaluation is needed, as it has been introduced, e.g., for True Random Number Generators (TRNGs).
This collection provides contributions to this process in three regards: (i) It demonstrates a method
for the evaluation of PUFs that respond to symbols from a higher-order (not only binary) alphabet.
(ii) It discusses advanced entropy estimation methods for PUFs and for the key derived from a PUF.
(iii) It demonstrates a strategy for a more systematic evaluation of noise effects when compared
to what is typically used in literature. For these methods, the contributions of the collection also
discuss how to take advantage of the evaluation results in a practical setting.

In sum, this collection contributes in different ways to the scientific and practical progress of
the exploitation of hardware-intrinsic security. With a focus on PUFs as the dominating primitive
to exploit intrinsic features, it contributes to the secure design, secure implementation, and security
evaluation. The included contributions aim to close several gaps in research and to improve the
understanding of potential weaknesses with the goal of enhancing the security and efficiency of
methods exploiting hardware-intrinsic features.





3. Structure of this Collection

This collection is structured as follows: After the introduction into the field of hardware-intrinsic
features in the first part, the second part provides the necessary background to understand the
contributions of this collection and gives a survey of the state of the art. In this survey, important
PUF primitives and background on how secrets are derived from hardware-intrinsic features
are introduced in Chapter 4. With this background in place, Chapter 5 introduces the main
applications of hardware-intrinsic features, namely (i) key storage, (ii) identification, authentication,
and fingerprinting, and (iii) tamper protection. Chapter 6 provides an overview of how hardware-
intrinsic security is evaluated today regarding statistical performance. Attacks on hardware-intrinsic
security, as well as countermeasures for protection against such attacks, are outlined in Chapter 7.

The third part of this collection introduces different developments that contributed with the
participation of the author to the further advancement of the state of the art. This part is structured in
three chapters: Chapter 8 introduces findings that are related to general considerations in the design
of key storage solutions. Chapter 9 discusses novel hardware-related attacks and countermeasures
for PUFs and their post-processing and introduces a new probing attempt detector scheme. Lastly,
Chapter 10 provides advancements in evaluation strategies for hardware-intrinsic features. These
three sections provide each a summary of the findings regarding specific research questions, which
are complemented by peer-reviewed publications that have been published through well-approved
conferences and journals. After the demonstration of contributions, Chapter 11 concludes this
collection and gives an outlook into the direction of future research questions.

Throughout this collection, publications with the contribution of the author are highlighted in
bold in the text as well as in the bibliography. Bibliographic information regarding the publications
that are part of this collection is provided at the end of the corresponding summaries in Part III. These
publications which are part of this collection are also listed in the preamble of the bibliography.
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4. Physical Unclonable Functions

4.1 Background

The focus within this work is on silicon-based PUFs, i.e., on PUFs integrated into chips. Unavoid-
able process variations from the silicon manufacturing step are exploited in this case to enable
hardware-intrinsic security. These properties, like electron mobility or threshold voltage variations,
typically cannot be observed directly. Thus, measurement circuits are needed, which measure a
chip’s performance related to the exploitable variations. These measurement circuits are mostly
called Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs), Physically Obfuscated Keys (POKs), or Physical
One-Way Functions.

Definition 4.1 A PUF is defined in this collection as
• A physical measurement circuit, which is
• Mathematically and physically unclonabel with reasonable effort, and is
• Interpretable as a function mapping process variations and possible configuration chal-

lenges to some response.

Please note that the definition within this collection incorporates mathematical clonability and puts
unclonability into a practical context of the use case. Furthermore, a PUF is a measurement circuit,
and the measured characteristics are not perfectly stable over time but suffer from noise and aging
and depend on operation conditions. Consequently, the response derived from a PUF, i.e., the
quantized measurement result, is also unstable.

A wide variety of PUF circuits has been suggested to derive secrets from hardware-intrinsic
features. The most popular are SRAM PUFs, Ring Oscillator PUFs (RO PUFs), and Arbiter PUFs,
introduced below. In addition, the Loop PUF is presented, which was a research target in some of
the works in this collection. This selection of PUF types is visualized in Fig. 4.1 and detailed in the
following subsections.

PUFs have been categorized concerning different properties [94, 104]. One important distinction
is their challenge-response behavior. The terms weak PUF and strong PUF are frequently used
to describe the behavior in this regard. However, these terms are not uniquely used and imply
strengths and weaknesses of a PUF, which might be misleading. Thus, the terms Single Challenge
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Figure 4.1: Visualization of different basic PUF types.

PUF and Multi Challenge PUF are mostly used in this work.

Definition 4.2 Single Challenge PUF:
A Single Challenge PUF is a PUF that cannot be configured at runtime. I.e., neglecting noise,
the same PUF response is generated whenever an enable signal is applied or directly at startup.

Definition 4.3 Multi Challenge PUF:
A Multi Challenge PUF is a PUF that can be configured at runtime with different challenges.
I.e., the challenges modify the measurement circuit formed by the PUF.

Please note that within this collection, only digital challenges in the form of a bit vector are
considered.

4.2 Silicon-Based PUFs

The currently dominating fraction of PUFs is based on silicon. This makes them easy to integrate
and comparably cheap. In this section, some important representatives are described, which have
high relevance in literature and research and are useful for the understanding of the remainder of
this collection.

4.2.1 SRAM PUF
SRAMs have been introduced as PUF primitives in [64, 53]. They belong to the category of Single
Challenge PUFs, which are commercially offered by Intrinsic ID1 and are currently the most
frequently used PUF type in practical applications.

1www.intrinsic-id.com

www.intrinsic-id.com
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SRAM PUFs exploit the startup behavior of SRAM cells: If the SRAM cells are implemented
as six transistor SRAM cells as depicted in Fig. 4.1a, all nodes are uncharged in the power-down
state of the circuit. If the chip is switched on, a current flows from the supply VDD through the
PMOS transistors into the inner nodes, causing an increase of the voltage between nodes A/B and
ground (VSS). Due to process variations, the currents are different, so the voltages at nodes A and B
increase at different speeds. The voltage of node A (B) is at the same time the gate voltage of the
NMOS transistor below node B (A) and – when large enough – enables a current flow from node B
(A) to ground. Due to the differences in the two paths, this results in a latching effect driving one of
the two nodes A and B to logical one and the other one to logical zero. The secret provided by a
single SRAM cell is which of the two nodes stores a logical one after power-up.

If the SRAM cell is perfectly symmetrically built, the state after power-up depends only
on the process variations (assuming a noise-free case). However, the result is sensitive against
the power-on ramp of VDD [65] as well as on imbalance in layout and routing. Nevertheless,
several researchers have shown that even the area-optimized SRAMs of Commodity-Of-The-Shelf
(COTS) microcontrollers and other devices are suited to derive PUF responses with reasonable
quality [162, 53, 64].

4.2.2 Ring Oscillator PUF
The Ring Oscillator PUF (RO PUF), with the basic building block shown in Fig. 4.1b, was
introduced in 2007 [143]. It comprises as core elements two identically designed ring oscillators.
Two competing ring oscillators are enabled for a fixed time, and the number of oscillations within
this time is counted. Consequently, after this fixed time, the counters contain values proportional to
the oscillation frequencies.

Although the ring oscillators are identically designed, they exhibit – even for a noise-free case –
different frequencies since the elements in the rings all have slightly different delays due to process
variations. A secret bit is derived by comparing these frequencies, respectively, the counter values;
typically, the sign bit of the counter difference is taken as a secret.

While ring oscillators are Single Challenge PUFs like SRAM PUFs, they have the benefit that
they are much easier to design: While the SRAM PUF must be designed in a symmetric way to
provide good PUF quality, for the RO PUF, only the oscillators and their fan-out must be identical.
This makes ring oscillators well-suited for FPGA implementations and, thus, a popular research
target. Nevertheless, ring oscillators are hardly in favor of practical applications since they suffer
from large area requirements (two oscillators are needed per bit), longer measurement time when
compared to SRAM PUFs, and high energy consumption.

4.2.3 Arbiter PUF
The first Arbiter PUF was introduced in [51], where it was mainly used as a configurable delay chain
in the configurable oscillator suggested as a PUF in [52, 51]. It consists of a chain of configurable
delay elements, as depicted in Fig. 4.1c. Depending on a challenge bit, a stage either forwards the
input to the output in the same order or crosses over the connection.

Several configurable stages are connected to derive a secret bit from the Arbiter PUF. A pulse
is applied in parallel to both inputs of the first delay stage. Given a fixed configuration, the pulse
propagates through two distinct paths from the inputs of the first delay element to the outputs of the
last. Due to process variations in the delay elements, the pulse arrives at the outputs at different
points in time. An arbiter – typically a latch – switches to either one or zero depending on which of
the paths is faster, and the value is taken as a secret bit.

The Arbiter PUF as a Multi Challenge PUF, which takes an Nch-bit challenge, can be configured
in 2Nch ways. However, the paths are not fully disjunct, and the delay difference at the output can be
interpreted as a linear recombination of Nch+1 coefficients [88]. Thus, the response bits derived for
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different challenges are not fully independent, which makes the Arbiter PUF vulnerable to machine
learning attacks. Nevertheless, the Arbiter PUF is the base for most of today’s Multi Challenge
PUFs, such as the XOR Arbiter PUF [143], the Multiplexer PUF [134], or the Interpose PUF [115].

4.2.4 Loop PUF
The Loop PUF depicted in Fig. 4.1d was suggested in [25] as an easy-to-design PUF primitive and
is part of the portfolio of Secure-IC Ltd.2 It consists of a chain of configurable delay elements
and an inverting gate in the feedback, forming a ring oscillator. A challenge bit selects one out of
two possible paths with different buffers inside for each delay element. Since process variations
influence the different buffers differently, switching a challenge bit is equivalent to changing the
value of one delay element of the PUF.

The construction of the Loop PUF is, at first glance, similar to the configurable oscillator in [51].
However, the configuration mechanism of the delay chain is different from [51], making the Loop
PUF much easier to design: A single wire connects the different delay stages for the Loop PUF. In
contrast, like for the Arbiter PUF, two signals are transmitted over two wires in competing paths for
the configurable oscillator. Consequently, the connections between buffers in the Loop PUF change
the expected frequency but – with the bit derivation described below – do not bias the response
independently from their routing. In contrast, for the configurable oscillator and, respectively, the
Arbiter PUF symmetric routing of the interconnects of delay stages is crucial.

While the Loop PUF is a Multi Challenge PUF, it is usually used as a weak PUF for key
storage. For this purpose, it exploits a specific method of challenge generation: Nch challenges,
each consisting of Nch bits, are constructed using the concept of Hadamard codes. This code has
the property that the Hamming distance between any pair of codewords is 50%. Consequently, the
Hamming weight of all codewords neglecting the all-zero codeword is 50%, too. A bit is derived
from the Loop PUF by applying a challenge ch and its bit-wise complement ¬ch and measuring
the frequency difference between those configurations by counting the number of oscillations in
a fixed time. Using ch and ¬ch means that all elements in the ring changed between the two
measurements. Thus, the standard deviation of the difference in the frequency between ch and ¬ch
is larger compared to only a few delay elements that would be changing. This can be expected
to result in a higher proportion of large frequency differences, contributing to the Loop PUF’s
reliability.

Using Hadamard challenges with the described Loop PUF concept yields two further advantages:
(i) Since the Hamming distance of all challenges is Nch/2, the challenges are well spread over the
challenge space, which contributes to the Loop PUF’s unpredictability. (ii) Since the Hamming
weight of all challenges and their complements, neglecting the all-zero/all-one challenges, is Nch/2,
for half of the delay elements, the upper, and for half of the delay elements, the lower path is
selected. I.e., as long as all delay stages are equally designed, an internal imbalance in the placement
and routing is compensated and does not cause a bias of the PUF response.

It shall be noted that the construction of the Hadamard challenges is easy to achieve: A
Hadamard code is constructed in the later experiments of this collection by using the maximum
length output sequence of an Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) with a primitive polynomial
and non-zero seed; I.e., from an l bit LFSR a 2l −1 bit long sequence L is taken. L is padded in
front with a zero. A cyclic shift of L retaining the zero from the padding constructs challenges that
fulfill the properties of a Hadamard code at low hardware overhead. Since the Hadamard code
scales with powers of two, the Loop PUF is typically defined with the corresponding length.

Given its straightforward design and good area utilization, the Loop PUF is a good PUF
candidate. Its first main drawback is the comparably long measurement time: The Loop PUF
is formed by a relatively long ring. For a sufficient Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), i.e., a good

2https://www.secure-ic.com

https://www.secure-ic.com
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distinguishability of process variation dependent oscillator frequency and measurement noise,
mainly the number of oscillations is important so that a longer ring implies a longer acquisition
time T . Furthermore, the 2 ·Nch challenges are applied sequentially to the Loop PUF, resulting
in an overall measurement time larger than 2 ·Nch ·T for Nch responses. The second drawback of
the Loop PUF is that it is comparably easy to attack with SCA attacks. Hardening it against SCA
attacks is one contribution of this collection.

4.3 PUFs in Emerging Technologies

Different new technologies have entered the domain of electronics in the last few years. The most
promising ones to be mentioned are flexible and memristive devices.

Besides other application domains, flexible devices might be used in the future in a security-
relevant context, e.g., for intelligent packages or electronic medical patches. This, however, causes
additional challenges, one of them being the question of how to store a secret key on such devices.
Using current approaches, it might be easy to read out the secret from a device [105]. The authors
in [105], however, mention that using the PUF principle might be one solution to this issue but also
faces additional challenges in this context, e.g., the fact that bending of the flexible circuit might
influence the PUF responses. Overall, the security research for this kind of technology is in an early
stage.

Compared to that, much more research has been done on the security of memristive devices.
Memristive devices are, in the narrow sense, fundamental devices that relate charge and flux linkage
as proposed by Leon Chua in [27]. Today, several technologies – e.g., Resistive RAM (RRAM)
[141], Spin-Transfer Torque Magnetoresistive RAM (STT-MRAM) [68], Phase Change Memory
(PCM) [17], and BiFeO3 (BFO) memristors – have been and are still being developed, which
behave as the proposed element.3 They promise to be useful in several applications since they
might be used as Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) or – at least some of them – programmable logic,
fostering applications like in-memory computation and neuromorphic systems [129].

While some research regarding the implementation of cryptographic algorithms [9, 87, 90]
in memristors and side-channel leakage [23] in these technologies exists, most security research
has focused on the design of PUFs and TRNGs based on memristor devices. Memristor-based
TRNGs, are frequently based on classical TRNG structures exploiting, e.g., the phase jitter of an
oscillator [126]. In that, they try to improve the randomness by exploiting the specific random
switching behavior of memristors. For instance, [77] generated random bits based on the stochastic
delay time in switching.

Usually, the switching behavior of memristors is not only random in a temporal manner that can
be exploited for TRNGs but also in a process variation-specific way that can be exploited for PUFs.
Different methods of exploitation have been suggested, with the majority based on the comparison
of the resistance of memristor cells [137] in a specific state. The resistance measurement includes
strategies like the measurement of currents, in particular, the currents of sneak paths in a memristor
array [127], by sophisticated direct measurement [20] or by differential comparison of the resistance
of memristors [24].

An alternative approach towards PUF implementation with memristive technologies is to exploit
their slightly different switching behavior. For magnetoresistive RAM, it has been suggested, e.g.,
to force them to take their preferred state and to use this information as a secret [31]. For RRAM
it was suggested to let two memristors compete in a serial or parallel configuration so that – with
high probability – only one is configured into the High Resistive State (HRS) or, respectively,
Low Resistive State (LRS) and to take the information, which is configured, as a secret, e.g., [8]

3It is worth noting that the currently existing technologies might be no memristors in the narrow sense and that the
proposed passive element might not exist [159, 2].
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and [7]. A third way to construct a PUF from memristors is described in [130]: The write pulse to
memristors in HRS is set to a length where not all cells are configured into LRS, but some remain
at high resistance. Adapting the length of the pulse, the expected amount of HRS and LRS can be
set to 50%. Which cells remain in HRS depends on process variations and forms the secret PUF
response.

Overall, there are different approaches for using memristors as PUFs. However, there is no best
strategy yet. It shall also be noted that the majority of the research for such emerging technologies
has been done using simulation models or low-scale experiments. Thus, it can be expected that
not all effects visible in actual implementations have been explored yet, and further research is
required.

4.4 Quantization of Analog PUF Responses
While for some PUFs, like the SRAM PUFs, the response is inherently a binary value, it is derived
for many PUFs from a digitized analog value, referred to as analog response, like a counter value
or a voltage level. By using differential measurement or subtracting some reference value for
de-biasing, the distribution of the responses is usually shifted to zero. The distribution of the
accordingly processed PUF values is assumed for the rest of this section, and without loss of
generality, as well approximated by a Gaussian distribution N (0,σ2). This corresponds to the
ideally approached distribution for most realistic cases. Five relevant quantization strategies can be
identified for converting such digitized analog values into a secret response.
Sign-Based Quantization: The sign-based quantization takes the sign of a difference as the secret.

In the assumed probability distribution, this corresponds to cutting the distribution into two
equally probable halves and assigning one half the response bit zero and the other half the
response bit one as depicted in Fig. 4.2a. While this is the simplest method to implement, it
provides relatively low entropy per area compared to some quantization techniques below.
In addition, most of the responses are under the practical assumption of approximately
Gaussian-distributed analog responses comparably close to the decision bound and, thus,
susceptible to disturbance.

Equiprobable Quantization: To increase the entropy per area, the sign-based quantization can be
extended to an equiprobable quantization. This approach, which has been discussed initially
in the context of biometrics [22], was discussed in the PUF domain, e.g., in [32, 73]. Fig. 4.2b
depicts this approach. It can be seen that more equally likely symbols are derived from the
same distribution. This increases the entropy derived per area with the PUF. However, due
to the multitude of decision bounds, the sensitivity to disturbance is increased. Therefore,
this kind of quantization is typically combined with a first stage of error correction: The
(noise-free) analog response is shifted to the center of the interval it is inside. The information
how much it is shifted is stored as helper data. Applying the same shift later to the noisy
response increases reliability.
While the main benefit of equiprobable quantization is an increased entropy per area, it has
not only the drawback of an increased noise level requiring a first error correction. It further
requires the characterization of the probability distribution if the analog PUF response is not
approximately normally distributed with a known mean and variance. Furthermore, it can
be concluded from the findings in this collection that this kind of quantization makes a PUF
more sensitive against side-channel attacks since not only the sign but also the magnitude of
the analog PUF response is used.

Equidistant Quantization: Equidistant quantization, visualized in Fig. 4.2c, has been introduced
to the PUF domain, e.g., in [73]. Similar to the equiprobable quantization, the goal is to derive
multi-bit symbols from an analog PUF response; Different from the previous quantization,
the intervals are of equal size but not equally probable. As a consequence, the symbols do not
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have full entropy even if the PUF is ideal. Therefore, this strategy has been mainly suggested
to reach a high tamper sensitivity even in the tail of the analog PUF response’s distribution,
where intervals in the equiprobable quantization are large and, thus, a significant change of
the analog response by an attack has no effect when equiprobable quantization is used.
Since the derived symbols are not equiprobable, the response derived by equidistant quan-
tization requires some form of security amplification, e.g., a hash function applied to the
finally derived secret, compressing the secret with reduced entropy per bit to a secret with
sufficiently high entropy. The findings of this collection allow, similar to the equiprobable
quantization, the conclusion that this scheme can be potentially attacked via SCA attacks
since, again, the magnitude of the analog PUF response is used. The work in this collection
also suggests that the reduced entropy per symbol leads to an even higher decrease of entropy
in a derived key.

Two Metric Helper Data Scheme: The Two Metric Helper Data Scheme (TMHD) was intro-
duced in [30] to increase the robustness of a PUF. The scheme is depicted in Fig. 4.2d.
The approach assumes a Gaussian distribution of PUF responses. A logical one or zero is
derived according to the quartiles of this distribution; The inner two quartiles map to a logical
zero, the outer two to a one or vice versa. Helper data is stored for each analog response,
depending on the quartile it falls into during an enrollment phase. This helper data defines a
metric for decoding: In Fig. 4.2d Metric M1 is stored during enrollment in quartiles two and
four and M2 in quartiles one and three. For bit derivation from measurements in a so-called
reconstruction, the stored metric is used. In this step, only a significant deviation of the
analog PUF response from its reference value during roll-out can cause a wrongly derived
response bit. The reason is the definition of the bounds for bit derivation for each metric
according to octiles (bars in Fig. 4.2d), which are shifted compared to the enrollment stage.
In addition, a re-characterization of the normal distribution’s standard deviation for each
reconstruction makes the approach more robust.
While the TMHD provides only one response bit like the sign-based quantization, it provides
a significant reliability increase at the cost of the storage of helper data. The work in this
collection has shown, however, that it introduces the same potential attack vector via the
amplitude of the analog PUF response that has been mentioned for the previous quantization
schemes. Another drawback of the TMHD is the re-characterization of the standard deviation
during enrollment, which might lead to significant hardware overhead.

Lehmer-Gray Encoding: The Lehmer-Gray encoding has been used for PUFs in [96]. The
approach sorts the analog PUF responses according to their values. The order represents the
secret derived from the PUF. The secret order is computed and encoded using Lehmer-Gray
encoding, which can be implemented efficiently even in hardware.
It can be concluded from [171] and [96] that deriving the secret from the sorting of the
analog PUF responses is – neglecting noise effects – theoretically optimal with respect to
extracted entropy. However, the mapping to a binary response causes that not all response
sequences are equally likely, i.e., some bits are correlated or biased. This might lead to helper
data leakage and causes that – like for the equidistant quantization – a compression to a
full-entropy secret is required even for a perfect PUF. Also, the Lehmer-Gray Encoding is
more strongly affected by SCA attacks than the simple sign-based bit derivation since an
attacker can partly conclude from the amplitude to the ordering. However, while knowing
the absolute value of the analog PUF response but not the sign breaks the TMHD completely
and reduces the secret of an equidistant and equiprobable quantization to one bit – only two
intervals can be reached with a known fixed absolute distance from the origin – a higher level
of uncertainty remains in the Lehmer-Gray encoding.
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5. Applications of Hardware-Intrinsic Features

Based on the primitives defined in Chapter 4, three applications of hardware-intrinsic features are
introduced in this section. First, PUFs are discussed for the use case of deriving and storing a secret
key. Second, the use of PUFs for authentication and identification is discussed, which is strongly
connected to fingerprinting. Tamper protection is discussed in this section as a third application.

5.1 Key Derivation and Key Storage
One of the main applications for which hardware-intrinsic features are exploited is the storage
of a secret key. For this purpose, on a conceptual level, a secret is derived with a PUF from
hardware-intrinsic features, called PUF-based key storage in the following. If this secret is stable
and has sufficiently high entropy, it can be used directly as a secret key. The benefits of such an
approach, which are frequently mentioned, are:

1. It is not possible to read out the key if the chip is off. This claim assumes that it is not feasible
to measure the used process parameters from off-chip. Under this assumption, the secret used
as a key is measured on demand with a PUF. The secret is then stored in volatile memory or
immediately used and removed from the system if no longer needed. Fulfilling this property
ensures that – different from NVM – no permanently powered protection mechanisms like
sensors are needed to protect key material in the power-off state of the system. In contrast,
for different storage technologies, such as ROM, Fuses, Anti-Fuses, or Flash, methods for
reading out the key in the power-off state have been shown or at least sketched, e.g., [85].
For emerging technologies like Ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM) or RRAM, research that shows
the hardness of attacks on the memory is lacking. However, since these memories are
non-volatile, it can be expected that a readout is feasible.

2. The approach is technology-independent and low-cost. Most PUFs are built from standard
logic gates or at least with standard transistors. In parallel, all processes suffer from process
variations. As a consequence, it is feasible to implement PUFs in any technology and for any
system for which logic – and thus some cryptographic algorithm requiring a key – is used. In
addition, PUFs that are easy to design and integrate are a low-cost but still secure solution.
In contrast, some technologies, like Flash, are not available or too expensive in cutting-edge
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technology nodes. Emerging storage technologies might be an alternative, too, but they are,
until today, not sufficiently researched, as mentioned above.

3. The approach simplifies the key-enrollment process. Classical NVMs suffer from different
problems regarding a key-enrollment process. ROM is not well suited for key storage since
the storage content has to be defined via the masks in the manufacturing process. Since there
is, in practice, only one chip design replicated multiple times on a waver and the masks are
reused, this leads to the same key on all chips so that reading out a single key corrupts the
security of all chips. Programmable NVM is primarily programmed from off-chip or requires
some additional on-chip circuitry to provide e.g., high programming voltages. Since the
goal is to embed a secret key, programming the key from off-chip must be done in a secure
environment with a mechanism ensuring random keys per device. If the key is generated
on-chip, in addition to circuitry programming the NVM, a good TRNG must be available on
the chip.
In contrast, when exploiting hardware-intrinsic features with a PUF, the secret is directly
derived from hardware and – for a good PUF– inherently unique to a device. In practice, this
benefit of hardware-intrinsic security is, however, frequently somewhat hypothetical: Also,
for PUFs, specific circuitry for the enrollment process is needed, and the used secret key is
frequently a random number, which is sometimes generated on-chip by a TRNG. In addition,
so-called helper data need to be stored so that this benefit might be small.

While the use of a PUF-based key storage provides several benefits, the main challenge – besides
constructing a high quality PUF in terms of unpredictability – is that the PUF responses are
noisy. This inherently results from measuring process variations on demand, which suffers from
measurement and quantization noise. In addition, environmental effects, like temperature and
voltage variations, cause shifts in the analog properties and, therefore, changes in the binary PUF
response. Also, aging causes an alteration of the exploited inherent process parameters, causing
changes in the binary response. Since a key must be constant over time, this hinders the PUF
response from being used as a key directly.

To solve the noise issue for PUFs, two complementary strategies are used: First, designers
try to make the PUF as robust as possible. However, despite serious efforts to make the PUF
perfectly reliable, today, no such PUF can be found.1 Thus, the second approach, namely using
error correction to correct a varying PUF response always to the same information, is needed. This
strategy implies that a codeword must be available. Since an ideal PUF outputs a (fixed) random
sequence, the output is usually no codeword. Therefore, two different phases are needed for storing
a key with a PUF:

1. In an enrollment phase, a key is enrolled to the PUF. While the concrete implementation
depends strongly on the Helper Data Algorithm (HDA) used, mostly some secret – either
from the PUF or from a TRNG – is selected. Using this secret and a (possibly additional)
PUF response, a HDA defines so-called helper data, which, together with a noisy version
of the same PUF response, allow for the reliable derivation of a key. Different forms of
HDAs are mentioned in Section 5.1.1, also providing a view on concrete realizations of the
enrollment phase.

2. In a reconstruction phase, the enrolled key is reconstructed from a noisy PUF measurement.
For this purpose, again, an HDA is used – now in most cases for mapping helper data and
PUF response to a codeword. The codeword is then error corrected (cf. Section 5.1.2). The
described process is depicted in Fig. 5.1: An analog PUF response praw is derived from a
PUF primitive and quantized to a possibly noisy response. This response is mapped with
helper data to a codeword, which is corrected to a secret. In practical applications, the secret

1Some publications claim a perfectly reliable PUF. However, these PUFs normally turn out to be some form of the
previously mentioned NVM or are strongly biased and thus insensitive against noise and environmental conditions.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of a PUF key-derivation.

is frequently further processed in a so-called security amplification step. The reason is that,
in case the PUF does not have full entropy, the helper data can leak about the secret, and –
for some HDAs as discussed in Section 5.1.1 – an attacker can manipulate the helper data
to reveal the secret key. The security amplification step is typically implemented as a hash
function, compressing the secret after error correction optionally together with the helper data
to a key with sufficient entropy per bit. While the boundary is not sharp, the measurement
with a PUF primitive together with quantization is commonly referred to as "the PUF" and the
steps from the digital PUF response over HDA, Error Correcting Code (ECC), and security
amplifier to the secret key are usually referred to as postprocessing.

The process using helper data in order to enable error correction and to derive a secret key is also
used in biometrics to extract a secret from noisy data. A generalized form of it has been formalized
in [40]. In the PUF context, mostly two parts are distinguished: HDA and an error correction part.
The resulting conjunctions are known as either Secure Sketches or Fuzzy Extractors.

Before discussing HDAs and error correction in more detail, consider how the key is used in
a PUF-based key storage solution. In very general, the PUF is reasonably used to store a private
key for asymmetric crypto [29] or a symmetric key. The question is how this key enters the device.
Since in the common PUF scenario no secure NVM is available, it is hard to ensure that an attacker
cannot re-trigger an enrollment process. Suppose the attacker is able to select the key, which is
embedded during enrollment. In that case, they learn from this key and the helper data immediately
the PUF response, and forward and backward security is affected. Thus, the key must generated
on the device, either by a TRNG or from the PUF directly. For asymmetric crypto, this solves the
problem since the private key can stay on the device, and only a public key must be output. Using
the in this way generated PUF-derived key, however, directly as a pre-shared key, would break the
security of the device since it means that this key must be output during enrollment. The attacker
can trigger a new enrollment process and learn from the output key and the new helper data the PUF
and from the PUF and the previous helper data the previous key. As a consequence, the most secure
use case of PUFs in a key storage scenario is to use them as a key-encryption key [76]. I.e., the
key is generated on the device and is used to encrypt – and on-demand decrypt – some otherwise
unprotected memory, in which certificates or pre-shared and private keys are stored. If an attacker
now re-triggers the enrollment process, they can observe only the change in the helper data. No
attack is known until today which can exploit this change of the helper data.

5.1.1 Helper Data Algorithms

After the introduction of the key storage scenario in the previous section, this section introduces
the first stage of postprocessing, namely the Helper Data Algorithm (HDA). These algorithms are
used to construct a codeword from random data. Two categories are most commonly used in the
PUF context, which are named in this collection as code-based and bit-selection or pointer-based
approaches.
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Code-Based Helper Data Algorithms
The algorithms in this class have in common that secret data are encoded or decoded with an error
correction code in the process of helper data generation. All of these algorithms use PUF responses
p to generate helper data w; some require on top some random seed r, which stems either from
a random number generator or from a PUF. For the same PUF, the different HDAs in this group
result in a different amount of helper data and different leakage properties as summarized, e.g.,
in [122]. Four important helper data algorithms in the PUF context are introduced in the following
to highlight the basic working principles and the differences between the schemes:
Fuzzy Commitment: Since several parts in this collection take the Fuzzy Commitment scheme as

an example, this scheme is explained in more detail than the schemes below. The scheme
was already introduced in [78] and is visualized with its enrollment and reconstruction phase
in Fig. 5.2.
In this scheme, the secret s is chosen during enrollment at random, i.e., s = r. In the
enrollment phase, s is encoded to a codeword c = ENC(s) and helper data is generated by
XORing the codeword with a PUF response

w = c⊕p.

This can be seen as masking the secret codeword with the PUF. It has been shown, e.g.,
in [122], that for a perfect – in terms of predictability, i.e., unbiased and uncorrelated, yet
noisy – PUF, the helper data do not leak about the secret for this scheme. Nevertheless, the
helper data leak about the PUF, a circumstance exploited in the contributions in Section 8.2.
To reconstruct the secret from the helper data and a now noisy PUF response p′, the process
from the enrollment phase is reverted: The helper data is XORed with p′, which yields the
noisy codeword c′ = p′⊕w. For a reasonable selection of the error correction code, the
decoding of this codeword DEC(c′) results in a reconstructed secret s′ that is with high
probability the same as s.

Code-Offset Construction: The code-offset fuzzy extractor was introduced in [40] as an adaption
of the Fuzzy Commitment scheme to their systematic and is, thus, equivalent. Only the
perspective on the data changes. Again, in the enrollment step, a random number r is encoded
to a codeword c; Again, the codeword is XORed with the PUF response p to receive the
helper data w. However, now p is considered the secret. This can be seen as a secret p is
masked with an imperfect mask since the codeword contains redundancy and thus does not
have full entropy for an attacker knowing the code.
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To reconstruct p, the noisy codeword is computed as c′ = p′⊕w and processed in the case
of a correct decoding to c = DEC(c′). The error pattern identified by a decoder in this step
might be used directly to reconstruct the PUF; alternatively, p = c⊕w can be used.
While this scheme leaks about the PUF and thus the secret, which is reconstructed, the
entropy for an attacker knowing the helper data is the same as in the Fuzzy Commitment case.
A compression of PUF response is necssary but also sufficient to receive a secret, which can
be used for further cryptographic applications.

Systematic Low Leakage Coding: This scheme, introduced in [63], is merely the same as the
Fuzzy Commitment scheme. However, the random number now comes directly from the
PUF, and a systematic encoding scheme is used. As a benefit, no helper data needs to be
stored for the information part of the codeword since the noisy PUF response can be used
for this part of the codeword in the reconstruction. The redundancy part is generated by
encoding the information part; helper data is generated by XORing this redundancy part with
additional PUF response bits. Since only helper data for the redundancy part are stored, this
approach reduces the amount of helper data by the information length.

Syndrome Construction: This approach was introduced again by [40]. Different from Code-
Offset Construction and Fuzzy Commitment, it does not require additional randomness.
Instead, it takes a reference PUF response and computes its syndrome for a given code. This
syndrome is stored as helper data. Like in the other schemes, the helper data carries in this
way information about the – assumed to be perfect – PUF, but not about the secret. To
reconstruct the correct PUF response, the noisy PUF response is decoded, and the minimal
modification of the noisy PUF is searched, which results in the syndrome stored as helper
data. This process sounds complicated at first glance, but for many codes, the decoder can be
modified to decode to the syndrome stored as helper data rather than to the – usually for the
error-free case required – syndrome 0.

Bit-Selection Helper Data Algorithms:

The general idea of bit-selection helper data algorithms is to select from a large number of PUF bits
responses with sufficient reliability. Thus, these approaches provide a first stage of error correction.
However, the reliability of the response after this step is usually not sufficiently high, so that still
a subsequent error correction stage is needed. For this purpose and depending on the approach,
either responses that are not only sufficiently reliable but also form a codeword for subsequent error
correction are selected, or the chosen responses form a random but more stable bit stream, and one
of the code-based helper data algorithms is applied on top.

Bit-Selection helper data algorithms do not leak information about the secret information2.
However, since stable bits are selected, they leak reliability information of the PUF. This is typically
not critical for Single Challenge PUFs. However, for Multi Challenge PUFs, reliability information
can enable machine learning (cf. Section 7.3). Moreover, if an attacker can manipulate helper data
used to select bits, it is possible to compare bits and retrieve a secret in this way (cf. Section 7.1).
In the PUF literature, mainly three types of bit-selection HDAs are of relevance:
Dark-Bit Masking: Dark bit masking introduced for PUFs, e.g., in [6, 103, 136], is the simplest

form of bit-selection helper data algorithm. For every bit, one helper data bit is needed, storing
the information if the corresponding PUF response is sufficiently reliable or not. Despite the
potential vulnerability through helper data manipulation attacks, the main drawback of this
approach is the relatively large number of helper data required. This is also the reason why
the two subsequent schemes have been suggested.

2When the selected bits form a codeword, they leak about the PUF, since they reveal for a given code how bits depend
on each other just like the code-based helper data algorithms.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of a serial code concatenation: The concatenation consists of
an outer and inner code. The corresponding encoders and decoders can be seen as super encoders
and super decoders. Alternatively, the channel, together with the inner encoder and decoder, can be
seen as a super channel with improved noise characteristics.

Differential Sequence Coding: Differential Sequence Coding (DSC), introduced in [61, 62], can
be seen as dark-bit masking, in which reliable bits are stored using a prefix code. For this
purpose, the position of each reliable bit is stored in the form of a pointer indicating the
distance from the previous reliable bit. A variable length prefix code encodes this difference
in the sequence of bits. The main benefit of DSC is a significant reduction of helper data.
However, this number is only probabilistically bounded due to the use of a variable length
code.

Index-Based Syndrome Coding: Index-Based Syndrome Coding (IBS) [172] considers the re-
sponses of a PUF a sequence and splits it into equally sized blocks. To store a codeword, it
stores in its basic form one bit of the codeword per block of PUF responses. For each of
the responses, it determines the probability of being a logical 1, which is the mean error
probability for bits that are expected to be logical 0 and the reliability for bits that are expected
to be logical 1. To store the codeword bit, it generates the index of the bit that has the highest
probability of being equal to the codeword bit – e.g., the one with the lowest one-probability
for a logical zero – as helper data. Note that the idea is to select the most reliable bit. But
if no bit with the correct expectation is present in the block of PUF responses, the least
stable bit with the wrong expectation is taken, and the error probability can go beyond 50%
for a single bit. Sufficiently long blocks reduce the probability of such a degenerated case
and make the approach practical. Furthermore, instead of storing a codeword bit directly,
selecting the most stable PUF bit per block independently of its value and combining IBS
with one of the coding-based HDAs solves this issue.
Another approach, which promises an improved error correction capability, is to use Com-
plementary Index-Based Syndrome Coding (C-IBS) [60]. Here, dependent on the codeword
bit a pattern 0101... or 1010... is embedded into a block of PUF responses. The process is
similar to IBS, just that the indexes of the most stable ones and most stable zeros within a
block are stored in decreasing order of reliability.

5.1.2 Error Correction Schemes
As it has been mentioned in Section 5.1, Fuzzy Extractors and Secure Sketches in the PUF context
normally consist of an HDA and an error correction code. An overview of such codes is provided,
e.g., in [59, 58]. To summarize, most error correction schemes used in the PUF context are based
on linear block codes. To handle the large error probability of a PUF at the input – usually a bit
error rate up to 15% or even 25% as in [75] is assumed – and to stay with an acceptable hardware
overhead, most commonly code concatenations [43] are used with a serial concatenation being the
most widely used one in the PUF context (cf. Fig. 5.3).
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In the encoding of such a serial code concatenation, the information is first encoded by an
outer code. The resulting codewords are then symbol-wise further encoded by an inner code. After
transmission, the inner decoder first reconstructs the codewords for the outer decoder and corrects
in this step parts of the errors. The outer decoder corrects further errors and reduces the error
probability in the information according to its specification down to the required level (in the PUF
context, frequently a key error probability of 10−6 or 10−9 such that an error in the key is less likely
than a breakdown of the complete device). Outer and inner encoder and, respectively, decoder
together can be seen as super encoder and decoder.

In code concatenation, the role of the inner decoder is to reduce the error probability from a very
high rate down to a level that the outer code can efficiently handle. The search space for possible
concatenations is vast, and the quality of existing constructions is not discussed in this work.
Nevertheless, as a design rule, the inner code must have a very low rate [39] since such codes are
well suited to bring down very high error probabilities to an acceptable level for other codes. Typical
choices in the PUF context are repetition codes or small Reed-Muller codes. However, these codes
are not efficient in achieving low block error (and thus key error) probabilities and are, therefore,
not suited as outer codes. For these outer codes, most commonly Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem
(BCH) codes are used in the PUF domain since they have a low area footprint in hardware, resulting
in low cost, which is one primary goal in many key storage solutions with PUFs.

Besides the mainstream decoders, few works have considered soft decision decoding for
PUFs [157], stand-alone codes like LDPC-codes [144], or use error correction codes implemented
in software [79]. Also, the contribution in Section 8.3 uses a stand-alone Polar Code with soft
decision decoding. In general, soft decision decoding bears a great advantage since soft information,
i.e., reliability information about PUF bits, increases the error correction capabilities and thus
decreases the amount of required PUF and helper data bits. Since the usage of PUF bits as well
as of helper data bits shall be minimized to reduce costs, using soft information seems to be a
reasonable choice. However, the decoders for such codes usually are much more complex. Hence,
the area for more complex decoder hardware mostly outweighs the benefits from reducing PUF bits
and helper data. Furthermore, soft information is only available on the fly for certain PUFs, where
digitized analog responses are available. Storing soft information increases the helper data size
significantly and bears the risk of enabling reliability-based attacks only on the base of the helper
data, although no such attacks are currently known for Single Challenge PUFs.

Using software implementations for error correction is only reasonable if the code is imple-
mented in ROM or write-once-read-many memory or if other means prevent the manipulation of
the code: The error correction code requires direct access to the PUF. If such software can be
modified and run without any restriction of permissions, e.g., on a microcontroller, the attacker
can modify the code and output the secret. If the PUF provides, e.g., the master key, there is no
means to ensure the integrity and authenticity of the error correction in software and to hinder such
an attack. Therefore, a hardware implementation of the error correction seems crucial or at least
beneficial in many PUF applications.

5.2 Identification, Authentication, and Fingerprinting

The use of physical properties for authentication in modern technology is commonly attributed to
Bauder [10]. However, in that work, optical effects were used. A first suggestion for identifying
electronic chips using hardware-intrinsic properties was provided in [91]. They suggested a circuit3

that measured process variations of different transistors. Since this first work indeed only tried
to identify chips, it was sufficient to ensure a unique response of the circuit per chip. They were,

3The term PUF was not introduced at that time but the concept was the same. Thus, the term PUF is used for this
concept, too.
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therefore, able to output the PUF responses directly since the identifier is, per definition, not secret.
They also did not have to care about the learnability of the PUF or replay of the response since
these are no threats in the identification scenario.

In contrast, most applications today focus on device (not data) authentication with PUFs. When
PUFs are used for authentication, which was first suggested in scientific publication for optical
PUFs in [117, 118], the requirements are much stronger: Now, a verifier must be able to verify the
authenticity of the prover based on a PUF’s response. To realize this goal, prediction, as well as
replay of the response of a prover’s PUF for a specific authentication round, must be prevented.
The concept used for PUFs is, thus, similar to a challenge-response protocol with classical crypto.

Recall that for simple challenge-response authentication with symmetric crypto, a pre-shared
key is used. The verifier sends a randomly chosen challenge that is encrypted by the prover and
sent back. The verifier can check that the prover used the correct key, which ensures authenticity.
For PUFs, there are two options to realize such a protocol. The straightforward way is to keep the
protocol with a classical cryptographic algorithm and to store a pre-shared key with the PUF as
discussed in Section 5.1. This would retain the security properties of the protocol – given the PUF
key storage is secure – but requires the overhead of the classical cryptographic algorithm as well as
of the postprocessing of the PUF response to an error-free key. To be more lightweight, another
path is usually taken: A Multi Challenge PUF is used in the protocol. For each authentication
round, a unique challenge is applied to the PUF, and the response is used to authenticate a device.
Since the PUF response is noisy, errors can occur in the response, which is typically accepted
in these PUF-based challenge-response protocols. In a way, the hardware-intrinsic features are
seen in such a protocol as a key, the challenge remains the input, and the measurement circuit,
which is configured by the challenge, becomes a kind of a keyed hash function.4 Such a protocol is
secure under the assumption that the PUF’s challenge-response behavior is indeed unpredictable
independent of how many challenge-response pairs have been seen by an attacker and that the
attacker cannot read out a large portion of the challenge-response space and pre-compute this way
future responses. Unfortunately, today, there is no confidence that this security requirement is met
by any PUF construction (cf. Section 7.3). Therefore, besides making PUF constructions more and
more complex, protocols are used to overcome security issues (cf. Section 5.2.1).

Related to identification and authentication is the use of PUFs for device fingerprinting. Finger-
printing is frequently required for the unique identification of a chip over its lifetime or within the
production chain of complex systems. To clarify the meaning with respect to security requirements,
two cases are of high relevance:

1. The chip is delivered for assembly or replacement, and a fingerprint shall be used to show
that it is genuine. This use case boils down to an authentication scenario based on, e.g., a
PUF-based challenge-response protocol, with all the strong requirements for authentication
included. The reason is that the only feature used in fingerprinting today is the PUF response
itself, and the protocol on top must ensure that the PUF response is not generated by a fake
device.5

2. The second use case is that a complete system can be brought into a trusted state where
all components are known to be genuine. In this situation, a combination of identification
and tamper protection (cf. Section 5.3) suffices to prevent late unauthorized replacement of
components: The tamper protection needs to ensure that the verifier of the fingerprint com-
municates with the correct device by showing that the communication channel is unaltered
and the device has not been replaced. The transmitted fingerprint shows the device’s iden-

4Please note that the first term used for PUFs was physical one-way function, which describes this concept quite well.
5As an analogy from biometrics, consider providing a human fingerprint without seeing the person who delivers it,

which is obviously subject to faking. Similarly, it is not sufficient to trust in a PUF response without knowing that the
correct chip – e.g., in a package – gives the response.
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tity. Both together can be seen as an alternative way of authentication, providing sufficient
confidence in the integrity and trustworthiness of a system for many use cases.

Scenarios for fingerprinting are currently under research, e.g., in [89], since supply-chain and
lifecycle protection play an increasing role. However, today, no conclusive solution exists which
sufficiently solves the task of fingerprinting for all scenarios.

5.2.1 PUF-Based Protocols
Since PUF-based protocols are not only important for PUF-based authentication but might gain
importance in the light of fingerprinting, this subsection summarizes some important findings and
sketches a selection of three authentication protocols. In addition, some ideas for key distribution
protocols are shown. [16] gives a comprehensive overview of a large variety of abstract protocols
that go even beyond what has been done in practice until today but under the assumption of a
perfectly unpredictable PUF. In contrast, the three protocols, which are sketched in the following,
aim to make machine learning harder for practical Multi Challenge PUFs that suffer from a certain
predictability. The protocols are selected for this collection since they require no significant
hardware overhead like cryptographic hash functions, error correction encoder, or decoder.6 If
such postprocessing of the PUF response is needed, a crypto-based challenge-response protocol,
possibly in combination with a PUF as a key store, is likely the better choice.

Remark on Generic PUF-Based Challenge-Response Protocols
What all protocols considered in this section need is an onboard TRNG. This is already needed
in the most basic PUF protocol to prevent leakage of reliability information, which can enable or
simplify machine learning [12]: An attacker who has complete control over the challenge can apply
the same challenge multiple times, observe the response, and estimate the response’s reliability in
this way.

The most common strategy to prevent such attacks is to use a challenge-sharing approach. I.e.,
PUF device, as well as verifier, contribute half of the challenge, and the two challenge parts are
concatenated. An attacker having control over a half challenge has – depending on the challenge
length – a negligibly small probability of observing the same challenge-response pair twice. Please
note that this causes a paradoxical situation: In order to use the challenge-sharing concept and
to protect the PUF, the verifier needs to be able to predict the response of the PUF not only for
pre-enrolled challenges but also for any arbitrary one. Thus, the verifier requires a model from the
PUF. But the goal for a Multi Challenge PUF is to construct it in a way that is hard to model by an
attacker. The standard method suggested to overcome this problem is to use a Multi Challenge PUF
like the interpose PUF, which is composed of easy-to-model Multi Challenge PUFs (e.g., Arbiter
PUFs). During an enrollment step, access is granted to the easy-to-model PUFs so that a model of
the PUF can be built efficiently, and the access is disabled afterward – e.g., by blowing a fuse – so
that modelbuilding for an attacker is much more complicated.

Selected Protocols to Make Machine Learning Harder
Even if a challenge-sharing strategy is used and a complicated PUF is used, the number of challenge-
response pairs that can be used before the PUF device gets predictable is frequently too low. Thus,
advancements on the protocol level have been suggested. While in this section only three selected
protocols are considered, a more comprehensive study is given with further protocols analyzed, e.g.,
in [33].
Slender PUF Protocol: This protocol was suggested in [99]. For a challenge seed (generated with

challenge-sharing) and a required authentication tag length z, a sequence of Z ≫ z challenges
is deterministically generated, and the corresponding responses from the PUF are read. The

6Please note that – in addition to the required hardware overhead – error correction in a challenge-response protocol
bears the problem that a huge amount of helper data must be transmitted or stored.
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PUF device replays, however, not the complete sequence Z, but only a subsequence of length
z, where the start index i is randomly chosen between 0 and Z − 1 and bits i to i+ z (all
numbers modulo Z) are output. While this protocol makes machine learning harder, it does
not cause a larger number of challenge-response pairs to be required. Rather, it requires the
attacker to train more models with the goal that an attack becomes practically infeasible.

Noise Bifurcation Protocol: For this protocol, introduced in [174], again, Z ≫ z bits are generated
by a PUF, where z is the targeted number of bits used for authentication. To prevent the
attacker from learning the PUF, the response string is split into Z/b blocks of size b. In each
block, one bit is randomly selected. The selected bit is always transmitted; all other bits
are dropped. However, only if all bits in the block are equal the transmitted bit is used for
authentication: A verifier or attacker receiving a bit-stream knows which block a transmitted
bit belongs to; they do not know which challenge-response pair in the block was selected
for transmission. A verifier knowing the expected challenge-response pairs in the sequence
of length Z, e.g., from a model, can, however, drop all transmitted responses for blocks
with unequal bits. Responses from blocks with all bits expected to be equal – i.e., from
blocks where it does not matter which challenge-response pair was transmitted – are taken
for authentication.
Since the attacker has no such selection process, they can train either an exponentially large
number of models or accept an increased level of noise. In the latter case, the attacker guesses
for each block which challenge was selected; If the guess is correct or – by random chance –
the response of the guessed challenge is the same as the correct one, they gain information
for the model; otherwise, they add a wrong challenge-response pair to the training data,
increasing the noise.
Compared to the Slender PUF protocol, the noise bifurcation protocol tries to make machine
learning more complex so that more challenge-response pairs are needed. It comes, however,
with two downsides: (i) The number of bits used for authentication is only probabilistic.
I.e., Z can be chosen so that on average z blocks contain only ones or zeros. However, for
some runs of the protocol, there are more and for some less such blocks (and therefore bit
to authenticate with) available, depending on the concrete response sequence. In addition,
(ii) the choice of the block length b is very limited. While a larger b seems beneficial from a
security perspective since it increases the chance that the attacker sees a block where they
might make a wrong guess, the probability of receiving a block with b equal bits decreases –
for a good PUF – exponentially with increasing b. Since the number of expected blocks with
equal bits must be kept at z at the same time, the required length of the response sequence Z
increases exponentially and becomes quickly impracticably large.

Lockdown Protocol: The third protocol introduced in this selection, which was suggested in
[173], takes a different approach. Instead of trying to make machine learning harder, it
accepts that machine learning is possible and prevents it by restricting the number of used
challenge-response pairs so that an attacker has too few challenge-response pairs for training.
To understand the concept, note that for machine learning, the attacker requires a sufficient
number of challenge-response pairs. This is easily possible for most PUF devices since the
commonly used protocols ensure only the authenticity of PUF devices for the verifier. No
authenticity of the verifier is guaranteed. In addition, devices using PUF-based authentication
normally have no means to store a counter value securely and to track in this way the number
of authentications already processed.7 As a consequence, the PUF device responds to any
query and reveals a potentially unlimited number of challenge-response pairs to an attacker.
The lockdown protocol hinders this: The prover (PUF device) and the verifier (server)

7This is because there is normally no sufficiently secure memory, such as embedded Flash, to store a sufficiently
large counter value in lightweight devices.
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agree on two challenge seeds using challenge-sharing. The verifier uses a PUF model and
sends a response sequence to the device, which is computed from the model for challenges
deterministically derived from one combined challenge seed. Suppose the transmitted
response sequence for the commonly agreed challenge seed is sufficiently similar to the
noisy response sequence measured on the device for the same challenges. In that case, the
device is unlocked (the verifier has shown its authenticity to the prover). The PUF device
now measures the PUF and generates another response sequence using the second challenge
seed; afterward, it sends the second response sequence to the verifier. The verifier compares
the received sequence with the model and can verify the authenticity of the prover. This way,
the two parties are mutually authenticated. Since the verifier in PUF protocols is typically a
server in a trusted environment, which needs to protect already the PUF model, it can also
keep track of the number of used challenge-response pairs and can limit it to an amount that
is not sufficient for machine learning.
While the device cannot be authenticated any longer when its maximum number of challenge-
response pairs is used up, this protocol effectively hinders machine-learning attacks. An
attacker cannot query responses from the device since they would first need to know the
response of the device for a new – partially by the device chosen – challenge seed. If they
query responses from the verifier, counting the authentication rounds at the verifier side
hinders reading out a sufficient number of challenge-response pairs for machine learning.
Thus, the best the attacker can do is to eavesdrop on the communication between the prover
and the verifier. Still, the number of challenge-response pairs that can be observed is limited.

The discussed protocols are useful in the light of authentication with a PUF and allow for a
sufficiently good PUF to run lightweight challenge-response protocols without the overhead of
classical cryptographic algorithms. In particular, in combination with modern PUF constructions
requiring several millions of challenge-response pairs for learning, this might be a sufficient solution
in many cases. However, there is no security proof ensuring that such a lightweight construction is
secure in the medium or long term.

Key Distribution and Key Agreement Protocols with PUFs

Another branch in PUF-based protocols suggests storing keys with the help of Multi Challenge
PUFs, as listed in [33] or described in [156]. Generally, these approaches are pretty similar to
challenge-response authentication: A Trusted Third Party (TTP) knows the PUF and can either
build a model or do other characterization steps for later key enrollment. For key agreements
between two parties, the TTP selects for all device challenges and/or transmits helper data such that
the derived keys are identical. To achieve this goal, a recent suggestion was to search for related
challenge-response pairs [19] so that different challenges can be used for different devices and no
helper data is needed. While this would provide a high level of security, this approach does not
account for noise in PUF responses, which may limit the practical use. To account for noise, the
TTP can generate additional helper data so that every device derives the noise-free response. It is
also not necessary in this case to derive the same response on all devices so that all devices decode
to the same key after error correction since a corresponding offset from the devices-specific keys
can be transmitted with the helper data [120].8

Two inherent problems appear with the mentioned protocols. First, since a symmetric key is
shared, it is critical to use the PUF response directly as a key: Suppose one device is corrupted,
and the channel to the other devices is eavesdropped. In that case, an attacker receives challenges
from the channel and responses from the corrupted device and can use this information for machine
learning. A cryptographic hash, hashing the PUF response to a key, can be used to prevent such

8Please note that compared to [19], [120] was practically implemented but needs to store more sensitive information
at the TTP.
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an issue [120]. Second, as soon as helper data are used, the helper data leak about the PUF (cf.
Section 5.1.1). This collection shows in Section 8.2 the impact on the usability of such approaches
in practice.

PUF-based protocols for key distribution, in which a specific key shall be embedded from a
server to a device, are pretty similar to protocols for key agreement of two or more parties. From
an attack perspective, the main difference is that the attack vector over a second device receiving
the same symmetric key vanishes. However, since this attack vector likely has no significant impact
in practice since a hash can prevent exploitation, and the attack vector via helper data remains, the
two cases can be considered similar from a security perspective.

5.3 Tamper Protection
Another field where hardware-intrinsic properties play a crucial role is tamper protection. In this
context, measurement circuits are built, which are sensitive against manipulation.

Tamper-Resistant Envelop
The first direction, which is strongly related to PUFs, is a tamper-resistant envelope [71, 72]. Such
envelopes consist of a material that contains electronically measurable parts. In the referenced
case, it consists of a foil in which wires are embedded. The wires are arranged as a mesh in two
layers, forming capacitances at the crossings. Similar to PUFs integrated into chips, manufacturing-
dependent variations, as well as bending the foil, cause differences in capacitances between
wires. The measurement of the capacitances can be used in two ways: (i) Since manipulation of
the envelope causes distortion of the foil or even destruction of certain capacitances, tampering
attempts can be detected. (ii) From the foil-specific variations, a device-specific key can be derived.
Attempts to tamper with the device cause not only an alarm but also destroy the key derived from
the foil.

Since tamper detection with a secure envelope is related to PUFs, the questions are relatively
similar. Two specific points should be mentioned: In order to detect tampering, other – more
precisely equidistant – quantization schemes might be preferable [73], and since the measurement
is noisy, once again, error correction is needed, but this has to be adapted to the slightly different
use case [50].

Probing Detection
Related to the measurement of on-chip properties is also the implementation of on-chip probing
detectors [100, 160, 161]. Probing detectors are an alternative to passive countermeasures against
invasive attacks that try to probe, e.g., a bus structure. The basic idea usually is to detect the
capacitive load that is added to a wire by attaching a probe. Probing detectors are related to the
PUF concept in the sense that they also measure on-chip properties and that they suffer from
noise. However, different from PUFs, for probing detectors, process variations are typically rather
disturbing, and a calibration step and careful design are needed to get rid of such effects [57]. The
work in Section 9.3 suggests one possible solution to this problem, which is related to oscillator-
based PUFs.
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When talking about evaluating the quality of hardware-intrinsic features, two primitives are of high
importance: TRNGs and PUFs. Classical design metrics, like area footprint, timing properties, or
energy consumption, play, however, a secondary role for those. More important is the unpredictabil-
ity of the output, i.e., of the random sequence provided by a TRNG or the responses provided by
a PUF. In the case of PUFs, the noise behavior, i.e., the number of faulty bits in a PUF response,
is an important criterion, too. While, at first glance, for both primitives randomness is important,
they have fundamental differences regarding testing [5, 4]: First, a single TRNG generates a
virtually arbitrarily long sequence of data. At the same time, for PUFs, the same primitive under
the same configuration is expected to always output the same response. Second, PUF reliability
suffers from noise and environmental conditions. In contrast, TRNGs do not suffer from noise,
but environmental changes might influence their predictability. The mentioned differences can be
attributed to the different nature of the randomness exploited by the two primitives. TRNGs utilize
run-time noise (typically thermal noise) while PUFs use variabilities due to the manufacturing
process. The consequence is that a single TRNG can be tested for its quality, but a PUF needs to be
tested always in conjunction with other realizations.

Since both TRNGs and PUFs exploit randomness, statistical testing is appropriate to judge
their quality. However, for PUFs, the requirement of multiple instances of the same PUF frequently
leads to low significance in tests. Furthermore, for PUFs, a higher dimensional problem is given
and must be tested as detailed in Section 6.2.

6.1 A Short Summary of True Random Number Generator Testing
TRNGs are expected to output random sequences that are neither correlated nor biased.1 For this
purpose, noise effects like the phase jitter of oscillators [84, 119, 42] or direct thermal noise [66]
are exploited. Since a monolithic TRNG circuit generates a long stream of random numbers, two
major test strategies exist for testing TRNGs.

1In addition, the sequence must be forward- and backward-secure, i.e., an attacker knowing parts of the random
sequence cannot predict future and, respectively, past random bits. This is, however, natively given if the sequence is
derived from noise effects and has no statistical defects.
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On the one hand, there are entropy tests to evaluate the TRNG quality. Given a long sequence of
independent and identically distributed (iid) symbols, entropy estimation is easy to achieve, e.g., by
counting the number of zeros and ones in a binary sequence and applying the appropriate formula
for entropy. Testing entropy for non-iid sequences is more complicated and requires the application
of bounds. While a good compression algorithm can compute an upper bound,2 in some test suits
for TRNGs, like in the one described by the NIST SP 800-90B [155], estimates for the minimum
entropy of a sequence are suggested. The latter approach has the benefit that the estimates are
expected to be more pessimistic, strengthening security claims.

On the other hand, there are statistical tests. These tests are generally used to qualify if the
output of an TRNG can be considered iid unbiased. For this purpose, the tests compare properties
of an observed sequence with the expectation for an iid unbiased sequence. They check, e.g., if the
number of occurrences of zeros and ones in a sequence is as expected, if a specific pattern occurs
repeatedly, or if any periodicity can be identified in the sequence. Such tests are suggested not only
as a first step to the entropy test in the NIST SP 800-90B but also form the core of several other test
suites like the one described in the NIST SP 800-22 [133], the German BSI’s AIS 31 [81, 82], the
Diehard and Dieharder test suites, and several more.

While the statistical tests above provide confidence that the symbols in a sequence appear iid,
they do not ensure that the sequence is truly random. Therefore, e.g., in AIS 31, an additional
model is required, which provides confidence that the observed randomness indeed stems from an
unpredictable and non-reproducible random physical effect.

6.2 Backround on PUF Testing

Different from TRNG testing, several dimensions must be considered to evaluate the PUF quality.
One reason is that different ways to guess a PUF must be distinguished:

1. An attacker knowing the PUF responses for a given configuration on Nx chips, can try to
guess the response on the Nx +1st chip. This scenario reflects the case that an attacker buys
several chips, reads out the PUF, e.g., by a destructive attack, and tries to mount an attack on
a yet unseen chip. To prevent such an attack, the tests must ensure that responses from any
collection of Nx chips do not leak information. This implies the necessity to test the responses
for each configuration and for each PUF position on a chip over all chips. In addition, it
implies that the attacker shall not find a statistical weakness inherent to all chips, leading to
the next test dimension.

2. An attacker knowing the responses of PUFs at Np positions on a chip shall not be able to
predict the response for the Np +1st position. This requirement is equivalent to demanding
no statistical weaknesses like bias or correlation on a chip. Please note that practical PUFs
frequently violate this requirement, and postprocessing, e.g., hashing, is needed to make
the overall PUF-based construction secure. Of course, the same must hold over challenges,
giving another test dimension.

3. An attacker knowing the response of a PUF at a specific position and on a specific chip
under Nch different configurations (challenges) shall not be able to predict the response for
Nch +1st challenge. Again, this requirement is violated by today’s Multi Challenge PUFs,
which can be easily concluded from their vulnerability against machine learning.

Due to the different ways of guessing a PUF, it is not sufficient to test one dimension, but all
possible dimensions must be tested. This is visualized as a response cuboid in Fig. 6.1 initially
suggested in [67] and later in [123]. The columns in this cuboid correspond to the PUF response
generated by a circuit at the same position measured on many chips, the rows correspond to the

2This is related to Shannon’s source coding theorem, from which it follows that compressing a sequence to its
minimum length gives an estimate for its entropy.
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Figure 6.1: Visualization of dimensionality of PUF evaluation. Columns correspond to PUF
response generated by a circuit at the same position measured on many chips under the same
challenges; rows correspond to responses of the same PUF under different challenges; lanes in the
z-axis correspond to PUF responses generated from circuits on different positions on the same chip
under the same configuration. The development over time corresponds to noise and environmental
effects.

responses of the same PUF under different challenges, and the lanes in the z-axis correspond to
PUF responses generated from circuits on different positions on the same chip.

It is important to note that the order in which the different testing dimensions, and even different
spatial dimensions on a chip, are recombined is crucial for the test result [123]. If random number
tests are applied to a concatenation of PUF data, they can easily provide wrong results. Thus, testing
the different dimensions separately is favorable. The test dimensions bear different challenges in
this regard: A test over chips implies that multiple test chips with access to the PUF responses
must be available. Thus, end-of-line testing of this property is not possible without introducing
a potential backdoor for an attacker3 and testing this property is expensive since it requires the
manufacturing of a significant number of test chips. Tests over positions on a chip must partially
consider their spatial relation and suffer from a limited number of positions available on a chip,
leading to a limited significance of tests. Analyzing the PUF responses over challenges usually
does not have the problem of too little data; However, an exhaustive test is usually not possible due
to the exponentially large number of challenges, and the test result significantly depends on the
selection and order of challenges. As a consequence, for the PUF quality evaluation over challenges,
normally machine-learning is suggested (cf. [47] and Section 7.3), which is not further discussed in
this section. For the remaining two test dimensions, dedicated PUF tests have been and are still
being developed.

Before giving an overview of test metrics available for PUFs, the last dimension of testing
in Fig. 6.1 should be mentioned: The PUF response alters over time due to random noise, aging,
and environmental conditions. This effect usually does not cause additional predictability issues.
However, it causes errors in the PUF response. Consequently, in case the PUF response is used
directly, like in a challenge-response protocol, errors must be accepted, and the required prediction
accuracy for an attacker is reduced. In case the PUF response is used as a key, a higher error rate
results in a more complex error correction scheme. This does not only mean that the complexity
and cost of the system are increased; In addition, more information is leaked about the system via

3For production testing, access to the PUF could be allowed, e.g., via a fuse, which is destroyed after the test.
However, such a fuse might be reenabled with the help of some Focused Ion Beam (FIB).
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helper data and potentially also about the secret if there is any imperfection in the PUF.

6.3 State-of-the-Art Metrics for PUF Unpredictability and Reliability

After the first introduction into the background in the previous section, this section aims to give
a brief overview of the essential PUF metrics for unpredictability and reliability. An exhaustive
discussion of most metrics can be found in [163]. The most common metrics have been suggested
by Hori et al. [67] and Maiti et al. [97] with an overview and comparison of both given in [98].
The tests focus on binary PUF responses and are mainly based on the Hamming Distance (HD) and
Hamming Weight (HW) of such responses.4 The original tests by Maiti et al. were dedicated to a
Single Challenge PUF scenario with an RO PUF. In contrast, the tests by Hori et al. focused on
a Multi Challenge PUF scenario with Arbiter PUFs. To analyze a Multi Challenge PUF scenario
with HW- and HD-based metrics, [67] breaks down the long response sequence of the Arbiter
PUF into IDs. Each ID corresponds to a number of responses to pre-selected challenges, which
has two consequences: (i) The scenario is closely related to the test of Single Challenge PUFs.
Comparing, e.g., the ID for the same challenge sequence among chips is equivalent to comparing
a response sequence of multiple Single Challenge PUF among chips. (ii) The result of the test is
only meaningful for the selected challenge sequence and partitioning into IPs; choosing different
challenges and/or other partitioning can result in a different PUF quality prediction. Given this
remark, several metrics in [67] and [97] are very similar and mainly differ in their normalization.

It should be noted that [67] also discusses the confidence of evaluation results, which is valuable
from a statistical point of view. However, these findings are not further developed or used later.
The discussions below, however, also involve metrics from others, and in these metrics, hypothesis
testing and confidence intervals frequently play a role.

6.3.1 Evaluation of PUF Reliability
Before discussing the PUF unpredictability, a short review of the state of the art regarding PUF
reliability assessment is provided. In the PUF context, this is usually defined using the mean
intra-chip HD: Given some expected binary outcome pre f for a sequence of PUF responses p on
a single chip, an error in the PUF response is defined as a bit-flip in p compared to pre f . Thus,
the number of errors in p is HD(p,pre f ). Averaging the HD from multiple measurements of p for
the same chip – and possibly over multiple IDs as in [67] – results in the mean intra-chip HD and
normalizing the result to the length of the p results in the fractional mean intra-chip HD of a chip.
The latter can also be seen as related to the chip’s Bit Error Rate (BER). The Reliability [97] or
Corrrectness [67] of a chip is defined as

1− fractional mean intra-chip HD.

The aim of having a single reliability value is to compare not only chips but also PUF structures
and to design appropriate error correction codes. Nevertheless, only the average reliability of chips
is usually reported. [67] suggested on top a metric called Steadiness, which provides a min-entropy
value per chip to evaluate the reliability; However, this metric is usually not used in literature and
skipped here for the sake of brevity.

It is worth noting that the concrete reliability value also depends on the reference point pre f .
There are two reasonable choices for this reliability value: It can be defined as (i) an arbitrarily
chosen readout of the PUF or (ii) the rounded mean (or median) of multiple readouts. In the first
approach, the error probability of a single response bit is above 50% if the reference response
deviates at some position from its expectation, which is likely to happen for several hundred-bit

4Given binary vectors x = [x0, ...,xN ]
T and y = [y0, ...,yN ]

T , HW(x) = ∑
N
i=0 xi and HD(x,y) = ∑

N
i=0 xi ⊕ yi.
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long sequences and error probabilities per bit in the percent range. The second approach better
approximates the expectation so that the likelihood of an error probability beyond 50% converges
with increasing sample number to zero. Which of the two approaches is appropriate for a specific
PUF depends on the application scenario. Suppose the estimate is used to design error correction or
to define the error-tolerance level of some challenge-response protocol. In that case, the choice
should reflect the enrollment process of the application.

Beyond binary data, there is currently no commonly agreed definition of reliability for PUFs.
The reason is that for higher-order alphabets, the effect of a symbol error depends on the later-used
error correction. If correction is done on a symbol level, it might be, for instance, irrelevant to
which value a single symbol changes but only if it is faulty. In contrast, if a symbol is mapped back
into the binary domain and error correction is done there, the change in the binary representation of
the string is relevant but, at the same time, depends on the chosen binary encoding of the symbols.

6.3.2 Evaluation of PUF Bias

When evaluating the unpredictability of PUFs, usually the noise-free PUF response is considered,
which is approximated by taking the most frequent response from a set of noisy measurements.
Thus, if not stated differently, no time-variant behavior is considered for these metrics.

The first effect, which must be analyzed to prevent an attacker from having an advantage in
guessing the PUF using statistical properties, is bias. Bias can appear along different axes, e.g.,
if the arbiter in an Arbiter PUF is not symmetric, bias will appear over challenges; If, e.g., the
capacity of a wire close by the Ring Oscillator (RO) of a RO PUF causes a specific RO having a
lower frequency, a position of the RO PUF over chips might be biased. The mean along different
axes of the response cuboid in Fig. 6.1 is used to analyze bias effects in a PUF. This leads to the
following metrics in the PUF literature:

Uniforimity is defined in [97] and approximates the mean along lanes in the response cuboid. I.e.,
the relative frequency of ones (the normalized HW) in the response is taken for every chip
without considering multiple challenges. This results in a distribution of relative frequencies
over all chips. If the Uniformity of a chip differs from 50%, an attacker has an advantage in
guessing the chip’s response starting with the corresponding expectation. This is particularly
relevant if all chips are biased and the mean Uniformity differs from 50%.

Randomness is defined in [67] based on the relative frequency of ones in all IDs generated on a
chip. The min-entropy formula is applied to the resulting estimated one-probability to get
the Randomness. This is closely related to Uniformity, and the attacker has an advantage in
guessing if it deviates from its optimal value. However, while Uniformity operates on the
dimension of positions, Randomness operates on the dimension of challenges, i.e., rows in
the response cuboid. Therefore, this metric is also relevant for challenge-response protocols,
where an attacker can observe a certain amount of responses, and an offset in the randomness
might be computable by an attacker on the fly to predict yet unseen responses.

Bit-Alias is defined in [97] and is computed as the relative frequency of ones per PUF position on
a chip with no challenges considered. This corresponds to averaging over a column of the
response cuboid. As for Uniformity, an attacker knowing these statistics has an advantage in
guessing when starting with the most likely response; However, since Bit-Alias approximates
the one-probability per position, the optimal guessing strategy must be computed based on
these probabilities. Ideally, the one-probability for every position, and thus the Bit-Alias, is
50%. If a bit on a specific chip position is considered chosen from a Bernoulli experiment
and due to the limited sample size, however, the expected number of ones per position over
multiple chips follows a binomial distribution. Consequently, the Bit-Alias can be seen as
chosen from a normalized form of a binomial distribution.
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Confidence Interval and Hypothesis Testing for Bias Tests. Since the previous tests are based
on observations of a statistical distribution [167] suggested for Bit-Alias hypothesis testing
and the computation of confidence intervals, which can be transferred to the other bias
metric under the assumption of uncorrelated data. Regarding confidence intervals, the
general conclusion is that the best PUFs with one probability at 0.5 are the hardest to test
and that large sample sizes with observations of several hundred PUF bits are needed to
provide sufficiently confident results. Regarding hypothesis testing, [167] suggests under
the assumption of independent observations to formulate the alternative hypothesis stating
that the analyzed PUF has too low quality so that denying this hypothesis results – with high
confidence – in a statement that the PUF’s Bit-Alias is within predefined bounds. Please note
that due to the statistical nature of the experiment, it is expected that a certain amount of
experiments (e.g., Bit-Aliases for several positions) fail the tests, which must be considered
when interpreting the results of this, but also of the previous tests.

From the metrics mentioned in this section, Uniformity, and Bit-Alias are mostly reported for PUF
primitives. However, only the mean values of these metrics are usually provided, and no confidence
intervals are reported.

Remark: Most metrics focus on specific dimensions in the response cuboid and operate on
reliability or unpredictability. Only a few metrics mix these different evaluation goals from which
one should be mentioned here for completeness:
Proability of Misidentification: This metric, introduced in [142], predicts how likely a chip is to

be identified as the wrong one. For this purpose, two probabilities are needed: the likelihood
that a specific HD of PUF responses between chips appears and the likelihood that noise
causes an error leading to misclassification for precisely this distance. These probabilities
for misclassification under a specific distance are then weighted with the likelihood that this
distance is observed and summed up. While the question targeted by this metric is important,
the metric has the drawback that for a closed formula, it assumes iid PUF responses and iid
noise among PUF responses, which might not hold in real-world applications.

6.3.3 Evaluation of Higher Statistical Moments

Besides bias in the PUF response, statistical defects of a PUF observable in higher moments are
a concern. In particular, tests to cover correlations are available. It seems obvious to determine
a correlation coefficient between PUF responses. However, not all dimensions are suited for this.
In particular, the challenges applied to a PUF or the order of chips is usually not natively given.5

Thus, only correlations of bits on a chip are considered. Two suggestions are mentioned here:
Spatial Autocorrelation was introduced into the PUF domain in [165]. Three approaches were

suggested: Moran’s I, Geary’s c, and Join Count statistics. While Moran’s I and Geary’s c can
be used for discrete and continuous data and are therefore suited if analog data are available,
the Join Count statistics is dedicated to discrete data. Concept-wise, the approaches are
relatively similar: A reference statistic for the case of an uncorrelated PUF is computed. The
observed PUF response on a chip is compared to this statistic. For the Join Count statistics,
e.g., the number of neighboring ones and zeros within a particular spatial distance is counted
and compared to a reference. From this comparison, a z-score can be computed. If the z-score
for a specific chip falls into certain limits, the hypothesis of correlated responses cannot be
denied. Confidence that no systematic correlation effect appears in a design is gained if the
distribution of the z-scores for all chips fits the expected normal distribution.

Fisher-Yates Test was suggested for PUFs in [125] and is another hypothesis test based on the

5The ordering of chips might be determined, e.g., from the positioning on a wafer, which would add another dimension
to testing and require information that is typically unavailable to an attacker. Therefore, this option is neglected.
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Null-hypothesis H0 of independent PUF responses. It considers two neighboring6 binary
PUF responses (p1,p2), and the occurrence of the events (0,0),(0,1),(1,0), and (1,1) is
counted. The result is compared to a reference statistic for the uncorrelated case. A p-value
is computed, defining the likelihood of an event as extreme as the observed one under H0.
Comparing this against a threshold α allows for denying H0 if the p-value is too small. As
for Spatial Autocorrelations, the expected outcome of all comparisons given a correlation-
free PUF includes certain cases where H0 is still denied (type I error). Confidence in a
correlation-free PUF can be gained if the overall distribution of p-values fits the expectation.

While the two approaches are statistically sound methods providing good results even for small data
sizes, two other suggestions have been made earlier in the literature: Uniqueness and Diffuseness.
Uniqeness by [97, 67] is likely today’s most commonly used metric to evaluate PUFs. It is based

on the so-called inter-chip HD – i.e., the HD between response sequences from different
chips – without considering challenges in [97] and averaged over the challenge dimension in
[67]. Regarding the response cuboid, it is related to the HD between all lanes. The Unique-
ness is computed from these HDs by averaging all possible recombinations of responses
dropping symmetrical pairs. I.e., , for three response sequences p(1),p(2),p(3), the HDs
HD(p(1),p(2)),HD(p(1),p(3)),HD(p(2),p(3)) are computed, summed up, and normalized, but
the symmentric HDs HD(p(2),p(1)),HD(p(3),p(1)),HD(p(3),p(2)) are not considered. The
idea of Uniqueness was originally to estimate how well the different responses can be distin-
guished. This implies that this metric should regard not only bias but also correlation effects.
However, counter-examples can be easily found for extreme correlations like for a correlation
of −1 between all responses, and the information provided by this metric is essentially the
same as for the Bit-Alias metric above [121]. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that Uniqueness
has been generalized in [74] for Higher-Order Alphabet (HOA) PUF responses.

Diffuseness was introduced by [67] to analyze the difference between different IDs on the same
chip. Mathematical, it is closely related to Uniqueness, but the HD is taken between IDs
instead of between chips, and it is computed for each chip separately. Nevertheless, the same
limitations as for Uniqueness hold, and the metric cannot be reliably used to detect higher
statistical moments.

6.3.4 Entropy Estimation for PUFs and PUF Derived Keys
Assuming that any bias or correlation in the raw PUF response might be acceptable if appropriate
postprocessing is applied, the crucial question is if the derived secret has sufficient entropy. In
particular, there are two points where measuring entropy is relevant: First, the entropy at the PUF
output is relevant as a quality attribute of the PUF. Second, the entropy in a PUF-derived secret
after error correction is relevant since adequate compression is needed in order to derive a key
fulfilling specific entropy requirements.

Entropy Before Post-Processing
While some of the previously mentioned metrics like Randomness in [67] apply a min-entropy
operation – this is applying − log2(P,1−P) to some probability P – the result is only a min-entropy
for these metrics if the iid assumption holds for the data from which P is estimated. In practice,
this assumption is frequently violated since the bias at different positions differs or correlations
between response bits exist. If the entropy of a PUF with such realistic effects should be measured,
joint entropy can be computed. It is, however, not feasible to compute joint entropy in the PUF
context exactly, so an estimate is needed.

For PUFs, there are merely two attempts at estimating the joint entropy: Today, some publica-
tions try to estimate the entropy using the entropy tests described in the NIST SP 800-90B [155].

6In principal arbitrary positions can be compared, but correlations are most likely between neighboring bits.
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However, it has been shown that the result of entropy tests significantly depends on how the PUFs’
multidimensional data are serialized for the test [123, 121]. Furthermore, [139] suggests that the
test results from the test suite vary widely and might overestimate the actual entropy, although they
aim to estimate a lower bound for entropy.

The more mature approach to estimating the entropy of a PUF is to apply lossless compression
in order to receive an upper bound for entropy. An upper bound for entropy cannot be used to
qualify the output of a PUF as sufficiently good since it only states what the entropy of the PUF is
at most. Still, it can serve as an indicator for the PUF quality if it is tight enough and can be used to
disqualify a PUF for a specific use case. The challenge in this context is to compute a tight upper
bound with only a few data given. Context Tree Weighting (CTW) [168, 169] was suggested in
[69] for estimating the entropy of optical PUFs and is the most widely used approach to estimate
an upper bound for the entropy of any PUF, since that.

Entropy After Post-Processing
Even more critical than the entropy before any postprocessing is the entropy in, e.g., the secret key.
After error correction, a cryptographic hash function can always be applied to compress a longer
secret with insufficient entropy per bit into a key with sufficiently high entropy per bit. However,
it is essential to know the entropy of the post-processed PUF response for such a step in order to
ensure a sufficiently long secret and a sufficient compression rate. This available entropy is not
only influenced by the PUF but also by the leakage through helper data.

Given the statistics of a PUF, [35] suggested a method to estimate the conditional min-entropy
in the secret after error correction conditioned to the helper data known by an attacker. The
approach is generally applicable; however, in this early form, it was only feasible to compute the
entropy for PUFs, which have either iid biased responses or the same correlation between responses.
To improve the practical applicability, [164] suggested an extension, which – accepting some
error in the estimate – allows to consider also PUFs that have different chip-position-dependent
bias. However, the approach was still restricted to error correction codes of short length, limiting
the applicability to real-world PUF scenarios. The approach was, therefore, further extended to
compute the conditional min-entropy of a post-processed PUF response also for realistic code
length, as discussed in Section 10.2.2.

6.3.5 Systematization of PUF Metrics
After introducing the metrics in the previous sections, this section provides a systematic to categorize
them and draws conclusions about the state of the art.7 Fig. 6.2 – called metric landscape – gives
an overview of the classification. The landscape is partitioned according to the four dimensions
mentioned earlier:
Upper-Left: In the upper left part, the metrics are listed that operate on a single chip in order to

evaluate the PUF quality. I.e., they can provide information if a defect has been found for a
specific chip.

Upper-Right: In this part, metrics are listed that operate on fixed positions but over multiple chips.
These are capable of identifying weaknesses at specific positions of the chip.

Lower-Right: Metrics that identify weaknesses regarding the challenge response behavior are
listed here. These operate on fixed positions and circuits and compute evaluation results
across multiple configurations. Machine-learning-related evaluation strategies are omitted.

Lower-Left: In the lower left, reliability metrics are listed, evaluating the PUF over time.
In addition, the landscape has inner and outer parts. In the dark-shaded outer parts, correlation-
related metrics are presented; in the inner parts, bias-related metrics are provided. Metrics listed

7The entropy test on the secret is omitted since it does not operate only on PUF data but requires a complete system
and knowledge about the applied code.
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Figure 6.2: Classification of state-of-the-art PUF evaluation metrics.

multiple times or written across borders of the quadrants implicitly or explicitly evaluate the quality
with respect to several effects.

For example, joint entropy – or generally an entropy estimate – is usually estimated, e.g., via
CTW, by compressing all available data from multiple chips. This way, all effects contribute to this
metric. Uniqueness cannot reliably cover correlation effects but is sensitive to cases where bias is
observed in the data. In contrast, Bit-Alias is measured per position, so it is not suited to provide
information about the quality of individual chips.

Given the landscape, it is evident that there are lots more metrics covering bias effects than
correlation effects. Nevertheless, it seems that – besides correlations over challenges – predictability
with respect to bias and correlation effects is nowadays well covered. The landscape also reveals
that several tests are redundant and can be omitted. Of course, the selected tests should then be
enriched by hypotheses or significance tests, which is today not always the case.

Reliability and correctness are written across the border of correlation and bias in the reliability
quadrant. The reason is that correlation in the time domain is interpreted for the landscape as a
systematic effect like a temperature drift. These tests can provide reasonable reliability estimates
when using a proper reference and appropriate data.

Overall, the picture shows that reasonable tests for the PUF quality have been established over
the last years. However, it might be noted that the tests discussed so far do not cover higher-order
alphabet PUFs (cf. Section 10.1). Also, no analysis of analog PUF responses has been discussed so
far, for which a summary is given in Section 6.4.

6.3.6 ISO/IEC 20897 – A Current Standard for PUFs

Recently, the standard ISO/IEC 20897 has been published, which – in its second part [1] – also
makes some suggestions regarding PUF testing. The corresponding appendixes and concrete
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examples in the standard are explicitly of informative nature only. Nevertheless, this section aims
to relate this standard to the tests mentioned in this collection.

The first property tested by the standard is Steadiness. The concrete suggestions in [1] in this
regard is to test for BER as the portion of errors in a response and analyzing the distribution of the
intra-chip hamming distance. The standard also suggests a stochastic model for Steadiness based
on noise measurements, but it is not apparent how it shall be applied for evaluation.

Regarding the test of unpredictability, the standard first suggests a test for randomness. For
this purpose, different statistical tests and entropy tests for TRNGs are mentioned. These tests
should be applied – according to the standard – in the direction of the positions on a chip and in
the direction of challenges. As mentioned earlier in this collection, concatenating bits without a
clear strategy might lead to wrong security claims. One suggestion in the standard’s appendix is
concatenating for each fixed position on a chip (i) all columns over challenges and (ii) all rows over
chips for this position. This results for Np PUFs on a chip in 2 ·Np data sets. As an example, for a
test method NIST SP 800-90B is mentioned where the use of the data sets as restart data is implied.
The standard also discusses that this test cannot be done if an insufficient number of PUF responses
is available.

As a last unpredictability test, a uniqueness test is suggested, which is, e.g., the one indicated
by [67]. Alternatively, again, some entropy test for TRNGs is suggested.

Overall, the standard heavily relies on TRNG tests. Dedicated PUF tests play a secondary
role. This might be sufficient in several cases to disqualify PUFs which provide non-iid responses.
However, there are some indicators that these tests fail to find critical effects in PUFs, like spatial
correlations. Also, PUFs with sufficient quality to be used might fail in tests designed for TRNGs
since the specific requirements of PUFs are not considered. Nevertheless, the main suggestion of
the standard, namely to test the different dimensions of a PUF separately, is in line with the state of
the art previously presented.

6.4 Remark on PUF Evaluation in the Analog Domain
Providing tests for digitized data of PUFs as in the previous sections is a reasonable approach for
most scenarios: These data might also be available in designs that are ready for use and will likely
be one base for PUF certification. However, in order to improve PUF designs, tests on analog PUF
responses are useful, too, although they are only available for specific PUFs.8

Testing analog PUF responses is mostly more straightforward when compared to testing the
finally quantized responses. Examples of test strategies include computations of mean and variance.
Also, the application of tests, like the Anderson-Darling-Test to check if data is drawn from the
expected distribution, is useful in this regard.

In order to identify spatial correlations, Moran’s I and Geary’s c – previously mentioned in
Section 6.3.3 – have been suggested in [165]. Another considerable suggestion is the application of
a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). [166] has shown that with the use of a PCA, PUF-relevant
defects like gradients on a chip can be detected. However, overall, the PUF evaluation in the analog
domain serves more the purpose of improving a design than to evaluate a PUFs quality.

8Recall, that in this collection the term analog PUF responses is used for digitized analog data like counter values,
used for measuring the frequency of a ring-oscillator.



7. Attacks on Hardware-Intrinsic Security

All kinds of attacks that are relevant to classical cryptographic algorithms must be considered for
hardware-intrinsic security mechanisms, too. However, due to their specific nature and application,
(i) some attacks are of particular relevance, and (ii) some additional attacks must be considered.
This section provides an overview of such attacks. In this, the attack vectors are mainly of relevance
for PUF technologies, in particular for actual PUFs and PUF-related tamper protection techniques.
Only in section Section 7.2 some insights related to TRNGs are provided.

7.1 Helper Data Related Attacks
Helper data are usually used if PUF technologies are applied for key storage. Looking at Fig. 5.1
on Page 33, it becomes apparent that every element in the chain from the raw analog PUF response
praw, over the quantized PUF response p and the derived codeword c, to the secret s and finally
the key k must be protected. Helper data are used in this process in the context of quantization (cf.
Section 4.4) and within a HDA to map a PUF response to a codeword (cf. Section 5.1.1). Therefore,
these steps can potentially be targeted when applying attacks related to helper data. Different levels
of attacks related to helper data must be distinguished:
Passive Attacks: This kind of attack observes the helper data. By analyzing the statistics of the

helper data or by using additional side knowledge on the statistics of the PUF, an attacker
can get an advantage in guessing the PUF response or a secret derived from it.

Direct Aktive Attacks: Depending on the HDA used, an attacker can gain some information
regarding the secret just by manipulating helper data and observing if the output changes.
This can be interpreted as a FIA.

Aktive Attacks as Enabler: In particular for several SCA attacks in Section 7.2, the attacker
requires some possibility to observe data dependency. Manipulation of helper data is used
for this purpose.

Passive attacks based on helper data are usually not directly elaborated. Instead, in the literature,
the leakage properties of helper data, which lead to entropy loss of the PUF response as well as of
the finally derived secret, are discussed (e.g., [34]). Helper data leakage can – depending on the
HDA, cf. Section 5.1.1 and [122] – completely be avoided if a PUF provides iid unbiased response
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bits. Since this is usually not the case, in reality, helper data leakage is a severe issue and can hardly
be avoided. However, since helper data leakage usually provides only probabilistic information,
reducing the entropy and thus the guessing effort for an attacker, it can be countered up to a certain
extent relatively easily: Increasing the secret length – i.e., the number of PUF bits and all related
quantities in the postprocessing in Fig. 5.1 – also increases the entropy for an attacker. The key
with sufficient entropy is derived from this long sequence by compression.

Direct attacks exploiting helper data are described, e.g., in [61, 37, 38, 34]. Helper data
manipulation attacks are usually based on the following idea: The attacker has the hypothesis
that a modification of helper data causes some error. This error is observable by detecting if the
reconstructed key is correct; an observation which can be expected to be always feasible. The
gained information is used to verify the hypothesis so that the attacker learns from the observation.

To prevent such attacks, two strategies are reasonable:
1. Preventing helper data manipulation by using write-protected on-chip NVM to store helper

data would obviously hinder the described active attacks. However, in a PUF scenario,
one might reasonably assume that there is no secure NVM. Available storage technologies
– in particular in a lightweight scenario – are, therefore, expected to be limited to rather
low-security solutions like fuses. While using such technologies would make the attack much
harder,1 storing hundreds of helper data bits with such a technology seems impractical.

2. Preventing the attacker from gaining knowledge seems the more practical approach. The
most straightforward strategy in this direction is to hash the secret after error correction with
the helper data using a cryptographic hash function. The idea was first suggested in [61] and
causes any manipulation of the helper data resulting – with high probability – in a wrong key.
Thus, an attacker cannot learn from the observation if the secret derived from the PUF under
a helper data manipulation remains the same or not. This efficiently avoids the exploitation
of the attacker’s hypothesis. Please note that for this approach to be effective, the attacker
must not be able to find a second set of helper data that causes – together with the unknown
secret – the same key. It is worth mentioning that the hashing of the helper data with the
secret can be merged with a compression required due to helper data leakage or an imperfect
PUF so that it results in low hardware overhead in practice.

While with the second strategy, a practical method is available to counter passive and direct active
attacks, the active attack as an enabler for other attacks remains. This attack is critical since it
might be used in combination with SCA as described in Section 7.2. It will become apparent below
that the attacker does not rely on the fact that the key is correctly derived in that case. Thus, such
manipulations cannot be hindered by ensuring that the key definitely changes if an attacker tampers
with the helper data. Also, authentication of the helper data is not achievable if the PUF stores the
key needed for authentication or to decrypt the authentication key. Finally, it is hardly possible
to limit the number of manipulations and destroy a device if it is under attack: First, counting
the number of manipulations implies non-volatile storage of a counter value that cannot be reset
by an attacker. If there is no secure NVM in a PUF scenario, only solutions like fuses might be
reasonable, limiting a practical count of failed reconstructions without destroying the devices to
a low number. Since reconstructions can also fail due to errors in the PUF and, e.g., too extreme
operation conditions, it is a design question if this is a feasible solution. Second, an attacker does
not necessarily need to wait until the key is reconstructed. It is, therefore, not sufficient to increment
a counter only if a key reconstruction fails. However, triggering a counter incrementation in any
case a key is reconstructed, and decrementing the counter – or removing the trigger – only if the
key reconstruction is successful, would require some non-volatile on-chip memory, which can be
frequently set and reset but cannot be manipulated by an attacker. Such a memory technology might
not be available in the PUF scenario. Third, some attacks manipulate the helper data in a way so

1An attacker would require, e.g., to open the chip and to use a FIB to reset fuses.
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that the reconstructed key does not change, so that only a combination of hashing the helper data
and a protected counter can hinder them.

It can be concluded that in case the helper data manipulation is used as an enabler for another
attack, only two options are practical: The manipulation of helper data can be hindered completely,
which is hard to achieve in certain scenarios, as discussed before, or the attack enabled by the helper
data manipulation must be prevented, e.g., by removing side-channel leakage.

7.2 Side-Channel and Fault Injection Analysis
When hardware-intrinsic features are used for security mechanisms of devices that are accessible to
an attacker, hardware-related attacks must be considered. Of particular interest in this context are
attacks based on SCA and FIA. Two types of attacks are distinguished in the following since they
have fundamental differences: (i) Attacks on the measurement apparatus, e.g., a PUF or TRNG
primitive and (ii) attacks on the postprocessing.

7.2.1 Side-Channel Analysis of the Measurement Apparatus
SCA attacks have been presented on TRNGs as well as on PUFs. In particular, the following
primitives have been attacked:

Ring Oscillator
ROs have been analyzed by SCA first in the context of PUFs in [107] using an electromagnetic
(EM) side channel. The general idea behind this kind of attack on ROs is to measure power
or EM traces to receive the power spectrum in the frequency domain.2 Peaks in this spectrum
indicate the oscillation frequencies of the ROs. [107] used this to attack an RO PUF with sequential
overlapping readout of frequency pairs, i.e., a comparison of the pairs (ROA,ROB),(ROB,ROC), etc.
with frequencies ( fA, fB),( fB, fC). Since at every point in time, only two oscillators are active, the
corresponding two frequencies can be identified in the spectrum. In addition, since one RO (ROB in
the example) is reused, and the order of the readouts must be constant and, thus, be assumed to be
known by an attacker, an attacker can reveal the secret from observing the active frequencies over
time. The conclusion from this analysis is that an overlapping comparison of ROs in an RO PUF
leads to a vulnerability through SCA.3

A detailed analysis of RO PUFs using localized EM measurements in [106] revealed that
the observed leakage from the RO PUF is mainly related to the counter and partially also to the
multiplexing to these counters. As a consequence, an attacker can predict secret bits derived from
an RO PUF if pairs of ROs are compared with distinct counters, and these counters can be spatially
resolved. This resulted in different options for more securely implementing an RO PUF: It has
been suggested to interleave the counters or to randomly permute the counters. This way, it is not
possible for an attacker to predict which frequency belongs to which RO and thus to derive the
secret bit, which is usually the sign bit of the difference (cf. Section 4.2.2). [138] supports the
requirement of hiding the order of frequencies by showing that close-by placed counters can still be
spatially resolved using localized EM analysis.

Remark: It is worth noting that the mentioned hiding mechanisms protect only the sign of a
frequency difference, not the frequency difference itself. Thus, these methods are not sufficient if a
quantization of frequency differences into HOA symbols is to be achieved, cf. Section 9.1.

Besides the SCA using the electromagnetic emanation or the energy consumption as a side
channel, Laser Voltage Probing (LVP) has been used as a side channel for attacking RO PUFs

2Most commonly, measurement is done in the time domain, and a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to transform
into the frequency domain.

3Please note that even without the existence of such a side channel, an overlapping pairwise comparison is suboptimal
since it causes correlations of the PUF responses.
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in [92]. This is particularly useful if multiple ROs run at the same time, and they cannot be resolved
with power or EM SCA. The suggested process for this kind of attack is a three steps approach:
First, the attacker approximates the range of the frequencies of interest with power or EM SCA.
Second, they apply Laser Voltage Imaging in order to identify the nodes where leakage can be
observed. Third, these ROs are probed individually using LVP. Since LVP allows for probing of
single nodes of the circuit, the attacker can resolve individual frequencies and read the secret in this
way. The only countermeasure against this kind of attack suggested in [92] is to sense unexpected
shifts of single RO frequencies since these can indicate an LVP attack on the system.

While SCA attacks on ROs have been mainly suggested in the context of PUFs, it is worth
mentioning that [55] considered such an attack also in the context of a COherent Sampling ring
Oscillator (COSO)-based TRNG [84]. A COSO-based TRNG consists of two ROs, one sampling
the other. A Toggle Flip Flops (TFFs) – representing the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of a counter
counting the number of transitions of one RO – is used in this construction to generate the secret.
While one might expect that – like for PUFs – the spectrum is attacked in this case, it turns out that
such attacks were not successful. Instead, the reset of the TFF generating the secret was targeted
with localized EM, revealing which bit was stored.

Transient Effect Ring Oscillator:
The Transient Effect Ring Oscillator (TERO) was introduced as a TRNG in [158] and later suggested
as a PUF primitive in [14]. While the designs slightly differ, it is best explained on a high level by
today’s usually considered version in [14]: A bistable ring4 is brought into an unstable state. After
releasing an enable signal, the ring starts oscillating and ends after some time in a stable state.5 The
number of oscillations it takes until the ring settles is measured by counting the number of periods
at some output node of the bistable ring. The expected duration until the ring settles is defined by
the design of the ring and by process variations around which the actual counter value fluctuates
due to noise. The LSB of the counter, thus, depends on noise and can be used as a random number,
while the Most Significant Bits (MSBs) are device-specific and can be used to form a PUF.

The first attack mounted on this primitive was demonstrated in [152] with a parallel work
providing similar insights in [113]. These attacks targeted the estimation of the counter value’s
MSBs to show that protection mechanisms are required when using a TERO as a PUF. While it was
considered infeasible before to predict the counter values of a TERO PUF due to short oscillation
time and small differences between oscillations, both works have shown with slightly different
methods that the relation between counter values generated by a TERO can be resolved with similar
techniques as they are used in the RO context and some additional processing of data. Thus, the
same strategies regarding the comparison of counters discussed in the context of ROs must be
considered. A successful attack using localized EM resolving close-by counters has not been shown
in this context, but it is plausible that the same attack strategies discussed in the context of ROs are
feasible, too.

While the attacks on the PUF primitive did not need to resolve the LSB, this was targeted in an
SCA of the TERO used as TRNG in [116]. In that case, a TFF replaced the counter so that only
the noisy LSB is generated. This TFF was targeted with localized EM measurement to reveal the
random number. The authors observed exploitable leakage due to the reset of the TFF but did not
show a vulnerability related to the oscillation of the TERO.

Arbiter PUF:
An SCA attack on the Arbiter PUF was suggested in [108], and related attacks were presented,
e.g., on a simulative level in [86] and using actually measured data in [3]. [86] suggested two
attack points: (i) an attack on the latch at the output of the Arbiter PUF, i.e., the arbiter, and (ii)

4This means a ring with an even number of inverting elements
5In practice, the ring can oscillate for a long time and is interrupted after a fixed time if not settled.
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an attack on a subsequent Flip Flop (FF) storing the arbiter’s decision for further processing. By
simulation, the authors of [86] have shown that leakage from both points can be exploited where the
attack on the FF shows higher SNR. The actual attack in that work was done by machine learning:
The response-dependent leakage profile was learned on a reference PUF, which is under complete
control for an attacker; The model was successfully used to predict the response of other simulated
PUFs afterward.

The analysis in [3] targeted an Arbiter PUF used within an Interpose PUF [115]. The authors
measured the PUF under 100,000 challenges and repeated every measurement 1,000 times to
increase the SNR. With that measurement set, they received a power distribution, from which
challenges can be identified as corresponding most likely to logical ones and, respectively, zeros
for the response. With this information, the authors trained a Linear Regression (LR) model, which
allowed them to satisfactorily predict the arbiter and, eventually, the Interpose PUF.

Another approach suggested to attack the Arbiter PUF by [146, 145] was an optical readout.
The authors have shown that photon emission due to switching activities can be exploited. The
authors had to read the PUF under the same challenge multiple times in order to collect enough
photons. They demonstrated that the information they received this way suffices to reveal the PUF
response.

It has to be noted that for the mentioned attacks to be practical, repeated measurements of the
PUF under the same challenge were needed. This is not possible with a challenge-sharing strategy
as outlined in Section 5.2.1. Nevertheless, the results demonstrate another time the vulnerability of
PUFs.

SRAM PUF
SCA was also applied on SRAM PUFs in [56]. In this paper, the light emission caused by the
switching activity of an SRAM cell’s transistors was observed, similar to the previously mentioned
attack on Arbiter PUFs that was presented later. As a result, the authors were able to read out the
secret from an SRAM PUF. The attack required thinning of the chip and was demonstrated on
a 600 nm technology. Within this technology, the authors were also able to edit the SRAM cells
using a FIB and to enforce the switching of SRAM cells into a specific state at power on.

7.2.2 Side-Channel Analysis of the Postprocessing
The attacks in Section 7.2.1 target different PUF or TRNG primitives and are therefore specific for
the corresponding measurement circuits. However, the secret bits derived from a PUF or a TRNG
are frequently post-processed before they are used in some cryptographic applications. Regarding
the postprocessing of TRNGs, it is worth noting that successful attacks need to reduce entropy from
a single measurement trace. Nevertheless, examples like [114] indicate that such attacks might
be feasible under certain circumstances. In that publication, the SCA was mounted on the output
register of the Random Number Generator (RNG) of an STM32 microcontroller. This is similar
to the attacks mentioned for TRNGs in Section 7.2.1 but shows that also Pseudorandom Number
Generators (PRNGs) must be implemented with SCA in mind as discussed, e.g., in [18].

Regarding PUFs, postprocessing is mainly relevant in the context of key storage. In that context,
two attack points are of relevance (cf. Fig. 5.1): SCA can be mounted on the error correction
decoder or the security amplification step. It is usually not of relevance to target the key enrollment
step since this shall be done only once and ideally in a trusted environment. The HDA is usually
implicitly considered, as discussed below.

Starting with the security amplification step, it has to be noted first that, at this point, a noise-free
secret is compressed. For this purpose, usually a hash algorithm is used. Therefore, the same
attacks that are possible on the hash algorithm in any other security context must be considered
in the PUF context, too. This has been demonstrated in the example of a Toeplitz hash in [108],
which was suggested for a PUF design in [95]. The Toeplitz hash in that scenario takes single secret
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bits, which are derived from a PUF, and XORs – depending on the bit value – a specific row of
the Toeplitz matrix or an all-zero vector onto the state of an accumulator. As a consequence, the
energy consumption of the operation depends on the secret bit and is observable in a power or EM
measurement trace. A successful attack was, thus, feasible with a Simple Power Analysis (SPA)
after averaging over a few hundred measurement traces.

While attacks on the security amplification step are strongly related to attacks explored in
the cryptographic context, [28] also suggested the idea to mount attacks on the error correction
decoder. A first practical SCA on BCH and Reed-Solomon (RS) decoders was demonstrated in
[79]. It targeted software implementations and suggested two attacks: (i) The initial software under
attack used a conditional execution depending on symbols or bits in the decoder input being zero.
For the BCH code operating on bits, this information directly leaks secret information; for the
RS code, helper data manipulation was used to enforce individual symbols becoming zero, which
again provides information about the secret symbol. To retrieve the corresponding information,
SPA suffices. (ii) The work has further shown that even if the data dependence in the first attack is
circumvented, a template attack is possible. For this purpose, templates for decoder inputs were
built, and inputs with well-distinguishable templates were selected. To attack a specific device,
helper data of the device under attack were manipulated (permuted) to enforce the inputs that
correspond to the inputs of the templates, and a comparison of the templates and the observed
energy consumption allowed to derive the secret input symbols of the decoders.

Another approach was taken in [109] to mount an SCA attack on an error correction decoder in
hardware. In that work, a code concatenation of repetition and BCH code was analyzed. The attack
utilizes that the PUF responses are bitwise fed into an input register of the outer BCH code. When
observable, the energy consumption of this register leaks the HD between two subsequent secret
codeword bits. For the purpose of this attack, the helper data is considered as data, and the PUF
response is the secret information under attack. Under this setting a Differential Power Analysis
(DPA)-based [83] Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) [15] was used to reveal the secret information:
Helper data are manipulated to enable the attack as described in Section 7.1. Knowing which n
helper data bits belong to a repetition codeword6 and taking the PUF response to be constant for
all decodings, it is known that the output of the repetition decoder remains constant as long as
less than n/2 helper data bits are flipped and changes its bit value otherwise. As a consequence,
a difference in energy consumption under different manipulated helper data inputs should be
observable, and – since the repetition decoder processes small codewords – a divide-and-conquer
strategy is possible. The hypothetical energy consumption for the CPA is assumed to be lower
for two equal subsequent output bits of the repetition code arriving at the BCH input than for two
unequal bits. By manipulating the helper data of single repetition codewords and, thus, influencing
the output of the repetition decoder and by correlating hypothetical energy consumptions with
observed power traces, [109] has shown that SCA indeed reveals the secret. The attack has been
improved in [153] and was shown to be feasible even without using the repetition code in [148].

Notably, the attack is not detectable and feasible as long as helper data manipulation is possible:
Although the attacker manipulates helper data of the repetition code and introduces an error at the
BCH input, the decoder is most likely designed in a way so that a single additional error at the
BCH input under nominal operation conditions does not cause a wrong key that could be detected.
The existence of an error introduced after the repetition decoder through helper data manipulation
cannot be exploited to detect an attack either since it cannot be distinguished from regular errors.
Thus, another strategy to counter the SCA attack is needed. [109] suggested codeword masking: A
random codeword – generated by encoding a random number first with the outer BCH and then
with the inner repetition code – is computed and XORed onto the codeword derived from the PUF.
Since the codeword is unique for every decoding, the described CPA is no longer possible, but

6n is assumed to be odd.
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higher-order DPA would be needed to succeed. The described strategy of codeword masking is
applicable not only to the specific case of a code concatenation of repetition and BCH code but to
any linear code.

7.2.3 Fault Injection Analysis
Besides SCA, FIA has been discussed in the context of hardware-intrinsic security. In terms of
TRNGs, the goal of such attacks is usually to eliminate noise effects in order to make the RNG
output predictable. In particular, a list of locking attacks on oscillator-based TRNGs has been
proposed [101, 11, 112]. These publications provide analyses of the problem that oscillators tend
to lock to another nearby frequency.7 While most publications focus on classical ROs, [112] has
shown that also TRNGs based on TEROs or selfe-timed oscillators [26] are affected.

In parallel to attacks on TRNGs, attacks on PUFs have been presented. [147] suggests attacks
on XOR Arbiter PUFs and RO PUFs. Laser fault injection is used in both cases to manipulate the
output of the overall PUF. In the case of the XOR Arbiter PUF, this allows for observing the output
of a single Arbiter PUF instead of the XOR of several PUFs, making machine learning much easier.
For the RO PUF, the suggested fault injection stops the oscillation of the ROs so that the counter
values counting the periods within a fixed time have the same value, and the output bit is set to an
internally defined default value. Depending on the concrete implementation, knowing this value or
even knowing that the difference of the counter values is zero enables attacks to guess the secret
output bit of the PUF. Bringing, e.g., the error correction to the limit of its correction capability so
that any further error would cause a wrong key and enforcing an additional bit to a default value
reveals a secret bit: Suppose the default value caused by manipulation is equal to the bit value
without manipulation. In that case, the derived key will be correct (and incorrect otherwise), which
is information observable to an attacker.

Another manipulation-related attack using an injection-caused side channel is presented in [93].
This work does natively not target a PUF but battery-backed SRAM; However, it claims that the
attack is feasible on SRAM PUFs. To reveal a secret from SRAM, the authors use a laser beam
causing during a scan thermal laser stimulation. This causes, depending on the state of the SRAM
cell and the currently scanned transistor, additional current flow. Observing this current flow reveals
the state of the SRAM cell and, thus, the secret stored by the device.

Overall, the examples shown in this section demonstrate that fault attacks are possible for
PUFs. However, they are by far less explored than SCA. In particular, neglecting helper data
manipulation attacks as a form of FIA, fault injection attacks have been mainly mounted on TRNGs
and PUF primitives but not on the corresponding postprocessing. An advancement in this direction
is presented in Section 9.2.

7.3 Machine Learning Attacks on Physical Unclonable Functions

One of the most prominent attack vectors to PUFs is Machine Learning (ML). This kind of attack is
relevant for Multi Challenge PUFs since usually the challenge-response behavior shall be predicted.

Challenge-Response Driven Machine Learning Attacks
The classical attacks in this domain operate on the challenge-response behavior of PUFs. This in-
volves machine-learning strategies like Support Vector Machines, Logistic Regression, or Evolution
Strategies [132]. These attacks are, in particular, well suited if a model of the PUF can be provided
and parameters must be fitted for the model. If PUF constructions get more complex, a tendency
towards the use of Deep Learning strategies is observed [135, 170] and such strategies have been
applied successfully to model, e.g., Multiplexer PUFs [134] or Interpose PUFs [115]. For machine

7The frequency the oscillator locks to can also be the harmonic of an injected frequency.
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learning methods, it has been shown that the learning effort for Arbiter PUFs is polynomial in the
challenge length [49]. Also, the learning effort for XOR Arbiter PUFs, while exponential in the
number of XORs, can be considered to have a polynomial effort in the challenge length since noise
effects limit the practical recombination of responses through XORs to a low number [48].8 [47]
provides a tool to evaluate the quality of PUFs w.r.t. machine learnability.

Machine Learning Attacks using Soft Information
Another branch of ML attacks on PUFs considers soft information. This information can be
gathered in the form of reliability information from repeated measurements [12] or by combining
machine learning with SCA [36, 86]. The benefit of reliability information becomes apparent if
a linear PUF model is considered: The reliability information can be interpreted as a distance of
how far the analog value quantized by the PUF to a response is away from some decision boundary.
The output symbol states on which side of a decision bound – e.g., towards a logical one or zero –
the analog value is located. Considering the challenge bits as weights and the measured process
variations – e.g., the delays of a linear model of an Arbiter PUF – as free parameters, a linear
equation system can be formed and solved, resulting in the delay parameters, or more precisely a
scaled version of the delay parameters.

In practice, the accuracy of the measured reliability information is limited so that the solution
can only be approximated, for which more equations are useful, and an ML approach can be
used to approximate the solution. Furthermore, reliable information has been shown to be also
valuable for attacking more complex, e.g., XOR Arbiter PUFs [12]. It is, however, worth recalling
that reliability-driven attacks, which retrieve the reliability information from multiple readouts of
the same challenge-response pairs, are hindered by challenge-sharing strategies as described in
Section 5.2.1. In addition, the results in [12] suggest that the effort in terms of required challenge-
response authentication runs to sufficiently approximate the reliability information can be – in
particular for reliable PUFs – so large that a classical challenge-response driven attack might be
more efficient.

A Machine Learning Attack on a PUF-Based Key Store
Besides attacks on challenge-response protocols, [12] also suggests a ML based attack on a key
storage scenario. For this purpose, they use that for a linear model of a PUF a small change in the
challenge would cause only a small change in the response.9 As a consequence, it is possible to
take from a linear PUF model all challenges used to generate responses and to try to partition them
such that the HD in each set is minimized. One set is then assigned a logical zero, the other one a
logical one, representing the secret PUF response. If the described partitioning perfectly works, the
only uncertainty is which partition corresponds to a logical one and which to a logical zero.

The results in [12] have shown that the attack does not work as long as all challenge-response
pairs are used. The reason is that there is no obvious partition. However, if unreliable bits are
excluded, as is the case in the bit-selection HDA in Section 5.1.1, two clusters are formed, and it
has been shown for the case of the index-based syndrome coding that the attack succeeds. In this,
the attack is getting more effective as more key bits are generated with the PUF.

While this idea is limited to the specific case of linear PUF models and the use of bit-selection
HDA, it still shows that ML attacks on PUF-based key generation must be considered.

8While very design specific, it can be expected that at most 10 to 20 responses can be XORed in practice.
9A good example is, e.g., a SUM PUF, where a bit flip changes the sign of one out of many frequency differences

summed up, and the sign bit of the sum is the secret. For an Arbiter PUF, a single bit flip would lead to a significant
change. However, flipping two subsequent challenge bits causes only two delay stages to be different, thus, a small
change in the delay of the two competing paths and, consequently, a high chance that the response bit remains the same.
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8. Keys from Hardware-Intrinsic Features

It has been discussed in Chapter 5 that PUFs are used to prove authenticity and to store keys with
hardware-intrinsic features. In this chapter, first, a new PUF-based protocol to unlock keys remotely
is introduced. It uses a Multi Challenge PUF to derive keys, which are intrinsically bound to
hardware and are used to unlock functionality. The approach ensures that helper data manipulation
attacks (cf. Section 7.1) are not possible, although helper data manipulation itself cannot be entirely
prevented. As discussed in Section 5.1.1, helper data start leaking as soon as PUF responses have
any statistical defect such as bias or correlations. Since we use a Multi Challenge PUF but do
not provide the PUF responses or the key to an untrusted party, this raises the questions (i) if
the Multi Challenge PUF can be machine-learned without knowing responses and (ii) how many
challenge-response pairs can be used if ML is possible. This question has been targeted in the
second publication introduced in this chapter, with the result that the ML based on helper data is
indeed possible and that the difficulty to learn a PUF in this context does not only depend on the
strength of the PUF but also on the used code. Since polar codes make machine learning harder
when compared to other codes usually used in the PUF domain, and since polar codes have been
suggested before but without actual hardware implementation, the last section of this chapter shows
that polar codes can be implemented for a PUF scenario in hardware with reasonable effort.

8.1 A Method to Derive Multiple User-Dependent Keys from a PUF

The contribution introduced in this section targeted a low-cost system, e.g., an IoT gateway with
trusted hardware. An on-board Multi Challenge PUF is assumed to be characterized within a trusted
environment. On the gateway, potentially untrusted software is running. The gateway has access to
several actuators and sensors. Only a legitimate user shall be able to access these actuators and
sensors, and confidential and authenticated data transmission shall be possible. In this, the gateway
is assumed to be not able to perform any asymmetric cryptography. The approach in [45] solves
this problem with the help of a PUF and Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD).
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8.1.1 Proposed Method and Results
The described concept is based on multiple user-specific pre-shared keys, which are stored with a
Multi Challenge PUF on the gateway and enrolled to legitimate users through a trust center. A user
trying to connect to some actuator or sensor through the gateway sends its ID and the helper data to
reconstruct the user-specific key from the PUF. In the same message, also – possibly confidential
– commands to be executed or data can be sent. An AEAD scheme is used to authenticate all of
these data and to encrypt, e.g., the command with the user key. The gateway can reconstruct the
user key by using the PUF and the authenticated helper data. With this key, the authenticity of the
transmitted data is tested. The command is only decrypted and executed or forwarded to an actuator
or sensor if the authentication passes.

■ Result 8.1.1 The designed concept has shown that the combination of an AEAD scheme with
a PUF is indeed useful: The helper data must be provided in an unencrypted form to be used to
derive a key. However, since it is associated data, manipulation of the helper data is detected by the
device.

The work also includes a comparison of different hardware implementations of PUFs and
AEAD schemes. Considering the overhead required for a PUF including error correction, the PUF
dominates the latency, which is in particular due to the necessary error correction decoding. With
respect to area, the AEAD schemes tend to show a similar or larger footprint compared to the PUF,
including an error correction decoder in hardware. ■
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8.2 Machine-Learning of PUFs Through Helper Data
In the previously mentioned work, as well as in other publications such as in [156] or [120], a
Multi Challenge PUF has been proposed to derive multiple keys from the same PUF. At the same
time, it is known that machine learning of Multi Challenge PUFs is possible when knowing their
challenge-response behavior. The discussion in Section 7.3 also suggests that reliability information
of the PUF might be critical, and [13] has shown that keys can be revealed when certain Multi
Challenge PUFs are combined with a pointer-based approach. This raises the question if machine
learning is also feasible in the application above and, if so, how many keys can be used before the
system is broken.

8.2.1 Proposed Method and Results
In the previous section, an approach was suggested which was based on a Fuzzy Commitment
scheme as described in Section 5.1.1. This means the attacker does not have access to the secret
PUF response, and helper data do not reveal any reliability information. In addition, potentially
unreliable responses are used, too, hindering the clustering of challenges and, thus, also the attack
in [13]. The proofs in several previous information theoretic works have also shown that helper data
do not leak about the secret for iid, bias-free PUF responses. But a Multi Challenge PUF provides
non-iid, i.e., correlated, responses, resulting in some secrecy leakage. As long as this leakage is
limited, an assumption might be that compression of data is sufficient to derive cryptographic keys
with sufficient entropy. However, there is another critical problem: Existing code-based helper data
algorithms, as defined in Section 5.1.1, suffer from privacy leakage [70]. A practical interpretation
is easy to get with the help of a 3-repetition code, i.e., a code where one information bit is encoded
into three equal bits:

■ Example 8.1 Assume a PUF providing response bits p = [p0, p1, p2] and a secret key consisting
of one bit k= k. For a Fuzzy Commitment scheme and using a 3-repetition code, k is encoded during
enrollment to c = [k,k,k] and XORed with p to receive the helper data w. The attacker can observe
w = [k⊕ p0,k⊕ p1,k⊕ p2]. The code must be assumed to be known to an attacker. Thus, the
attacker knows that all codeword bits are equal and XORing helper data bits results in an XOR of
responses, i.e., wi ⊕w j = pi ⊕ p j. In other words, the attacker does not learn the PUF responses,
but the relation of the PUF responses. ■

The case in the example can be generalized for all linear codes and code-based helper data
algorithms as defined in Section 5.1.1: For constructions such as Syndrome Construction and Sys-
tematic Low Leakage Coding, the helper data is generated such that it is an XOR of PUF responses,
and XORing helper data can be used to receive additional dependencies. For constructions such as
Fuzzy Commitment or Code-Offset Construction, where PUF-independent randomness is used,
targeted recombination of helper data bits cancels this randomness. An attacker remains in any case
with XOR equations of helper data that corresponds to the XOR of PUF responses, as shown in the
example.

If the PUF is a Multi Challenge PUF, the resulting XOR of responses received from XORing
helper data can be seen as the response of a new, more complex PUF and is a function of challenges.
The XOR equation of the responses of a PUF under two different challenges becomes in the
example of a three repetition code

wi ⊕w j = pi ⊕ p j = puf(chi)⊕puf(ch j).

It is known that for a Multi Challenge PUF, pi = puf(chi) can be machine-learned given a sufficient
number of challenge-response pairs. This is exploited in our research: A specific machine-learning
model, a Siamese Neural Network (SNN) [102], is used for this purpose. It can be considered
multiple neural networks, each modeling the same PUF, plus an additional layer recombining
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the responses. This way, the input consists of two or more different challenges, and the output
represents the difference in – i.e., the XOR of – the responses for these challenges. Given such a
model, it is evident that it can be trained with the XOR equations defined above when the challenges
are considered the features and the response differences the labels.

Although it is evident that a model can be trained, it is not yet apparent how an attacker can
exploit this since all PUF response differences are known anyway and can be computed directly.
In the example above, e.g., one secret bit was stored with the PUF, and the attacker who knows
all differences has one bit of entropy left since they must guess one bit to conclude on the value
of all PUF responses, which is equivalent to guessing the secret bit directly. However, the SNN
model is more powerful: Given, e.g., z 3-repetition codewords storing z secret bits with 3 · z helper
data and all PUF bits derived from the same Multi Challenge PUF, the attacker can train the SNN
using the dependencies revealed by each codeword independently. The attacker has no information
at this point regarding the dependence of responses between different codewords. However, after
training the SNN, the attacker can query the model of how the responses of codewords between
challenges depend on each other. If the model is sufficiently trained, the model will reveal this
information, leaving the attacker with an uncertainty of one bit in this case since they need to
guess one response as a reference. The general concept described cannot only be applied to guess
unknown dependencies between PUF responses used to store different codewords but also to predict
unknown dependencies between PUF responses used in the same codeword.

It should be noted that in the scenario of a PUF key storage, the attacker does not need to
predict the PUF response in this scenario perfectly. Since the key is reproduced by use of an error
correction code, the attacker can accept up to a certain error when guessing the PUF and can use
the known helper data and error correction code to get rid of errors in their guess and to reveal the
correct secret key. It is also worth noting that the data an attacker learns are not noisy since they are
computed during enrollment and fixed afterward.

■ Result 8.2.1 As a result, our work shows that the described approach is indeed able to break
a PUF key storage solution only by knowing challenges and helper data. In summary, the key
findings from applying this attack strategy are as follows:

1. Simple Arbiter or SUM PUFs cannot be used to store a secret key since they can likely
be learned already from the helper data of the first key so that the key can be immediately
revealed.

2. A more complicated PUF makes machine learning harder, and the results suggest a similar
increase in difficulty as is the case for classical challenge-response-based machine learning.

3. A more complex code, i.e., a code forcing the attacker to form XOR equations with many
XORs, makes machine learning harder, which corresponds to intuition. However, it also says
that the most frequently used inner code for PUFs, namely the repetition code, results in a
higher vulnerability.

4. A code that allows establishing multiple XOR equations with only a few XORs each is also
beneficial for an attacker since more learning data are available, which means that, e.g.,
longer repetition codes are more vulnerable than short ones.

5. It follows from the previous points that a sufficiently long-term secure key storage approach
can only be implemented with a Multi Challenge PUF if the number of challenge-response
pairs used is limited to a fixed, sufficiently small value.

■
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8.3 On the Feasibility of Implementing Polar Decoders for PUFs

The previous section has shown that it might be beneficial to use a complex standalone code in
order to prevent specific attacks. This finding is confirmed by the entropy analysis for the key
after error correction in Section 10.2.2. One candidate solution for this purpose is a Polar Code.
Polar codes have been suggested for the domain of PUFs in [21, 54]. However, there is a reason
why practical implementations are mostly [59] based on repetition and BCH codes: As outlined in
Section 5.1.2, concatenated codes have been introduced to PUFs to reduce complexity. In particular,
if dedicated hardware accelerators are used, repetition and BCH codes can be implemented with
comparably low latency and low area footprint. However, it was not researched before if Polar
Codes can be implemented in a way such that they are suited for the lightweight implementations
that are typically targeted by the PUF technology. The following contribution closes this gap.

8.3.1 Proposed Method and Results
Polar Codes are most efficient if soft information is used for the decoder. Soft information is not
available for all PUF types. The reason is that, on the one hand, soft information stored in helper
data might leak additional information, and possible security threats introduced by such helper data
must be carefully considered. On the other hand, generating soft information on the fly is not easily
possible for all PUF types. In this work, we target an oscillator-based PUF – the Loop PUF – for
which a counter difference between two different configurations results not only in a bit value but
also indicates the reliability of the response. For this setting, a model similar to [41] is introduced
based on which Log-Likelihood Ratios (LLRs) are derived as soft information. Since a limited
number of LLRs suffices, they can be computed on the fly from counter differences using a table
lookup, fostering an efficient implementation.

With this setting in mind, different designs regarding quantization of the LLRs for different
codeword sizes have been studied. For all of them, the goal was to correct an error of 15% per bit
in the PUF response down to a block error rate of 10−6 for the key.

■ Result 8.3.1 As expected, a more precise quantization of LLRs – i.e., using more bits for
representing the reliability – increases the decoder size but also improves the error correction
capabilities. In addition, a larger codeword size improves the error correction capabilities but also
increases the decoder size and latency. ■

Based on this analysis, for the implementation, a Polar Code with a codeword length of 512
bits encoding 64 information bits was chosen. I.e., to generate a 128-bit key, the decoder has to be
run twice. The LLRs were represented by 4-bit numbers, and parallel processing of eight LLRs
was implemented. For the HDA, a Fuzzy Commitment Scheme was used.

The Polar Decoder was implemented for these parameters as a specialized controller processing
the different functions required for decoding in the correct order. The resulting decoder was
implemented for a 22 nm technology and a frequency of 500 MHz.

■ Result 8.3.2 The implementation has shown a significant overhead in terms of area and latency
of the Polar decoder when compared to a code concatenation of 7-repetition as inner and an
(n,k,d) = (127,64,21) BCH decoder as outer code: The area footprint for the Polar decoder is
a factor of approximately 1.6 larger, and the latency in clock cycles is increased by a factor of
roughly 6.9. At the same time, the number of required PUF and helper data bits to reconstruct a
128-bit key1 is reduced from 1778 bits for the repetition and BCH decoder to 1024 bits for the Polar
decoder.

This result shows that from a hardware perspective, the classical implementation of repetition
and BCH code is more efficient. However, the Polar decoder can be implemented at a reasonable

1I.e., both decoders were run twice decoding 64 information bits per run.
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size, and it is worth considering it depending on the application scenario, given possible security
benefits. ■
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9. Protecting Hardware-Intrinsic Features

The previous chapter was mainly concerned with the design of a secure system based on a PUF. In
this, potential hardware-related attacks were disregarded. These are now the subject of this chapter.
In Section 9.1, potential attacks on and countermeasures for an oscillator-based PUF, the Loop
PUF, are developed and analyzed. As discussed in Chapter 7, it is not sufficient to implement the
PUF securely. Also, the protection of the post-processing from a response to a secure key must be
analyzed. Thus, Section 9.2 introduces a novel fault injection attack against the error correction
in PUF designs. Even if the key is derived securely, secret information needs to be transferred on
a chip. In particular, if this transfer happens via bus lines, a probing attack might be an issue. A
corresponding countermeasure is introduced in Section 9.3.

9.1 Side-Channel Attacks and Counter Measures on a PUF Primitive

Side-channel attacks are one of the most severe attack vectors for PUFs deriving a secret from
hardware-intrinsic features. These attacks can reveal some secret information by observing, e.g.,
the energy consumption of a chip or by observing EM radiations during the processing of secret
information.

9.1.1 Methods for Attacking and Protecting Sign-Based Bit Quantization
The work in the following targets a Loop PUF as introduced in Section 4.2.4. Such a Loop PUF
derives the secret from the difference of a frequency – expressed as a counter value – measured
under a challenge ch and its bitwise inverse ¬ch. It has been shown before for RO PUFs that
the frequency of an oscillation can be observed through a side-channel analysis [107], and it is
no surprise that this is possible for the oscillator structure of a Loop PUF, too. However, for the
classical Loop PUF, the situation is even worse: The same PUF is measured under the challenges
and their corresponding complement one after the other, and an attacker can observe how the
spectrum develops over time and, thus, find out the oscillation frequency of the Loop PUF under
the different applied challenges.1 Since the secret for a classical Loop PUF is derived from the

1In the basic Loop PUF design it is assumed that the challenge order is fixed and known to an attacker.
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counters representing the oscillation frequencies, the attacker can derive in good approximation the
secret information.

■ Result 9.1.1 While it was expected that the secret could be extracted from a classical Loop PUF,
we were able to show this in [149] with practical measurements: Out of 63 bits derived from the
same PUF, we were able to extract 61 correctly. The errors in the prediction of the attack happened
for cases where the frequencies of the PUF under ch and ¬ch are close. These are, however,
cases where errors in the derived PUF response are likely and which need to be corrected by the
device, too. The error correction and helper data are assumed to be public, and thus, the design
can be considered to be wholly broken, with 61 out of 63 bits revealed. The results of our analysis,
however, also show that the precision of a typical SCA, consisting of a time domain measurement
with an oscilloscope followed by an FFT, does not suffice to resolve the LSB of the counter value
counting the Loop PUF oscillations within a fixed time; A claim we were also able to substantiate
theoretically.2 ■

Please note that the analyzed scenario is a best-case scenario for the attacker. The attack
difficulty is increased if more than one PUF runs on the device at the same time. However,
the attack is expected to be still feasible in the more difficult setting, and the simplification is
acceptable since the goal of the attack was to establish the ground for the development and test of a
countermeasure.

Since, in this first scenario, only a single bit is derived from a pair of measurements, it is
sufficient for protection to add some uncertainty so that an attacker no longer knows if the challenge
or the complementary challenge was measured first. Based on this observation, an efficient
countermeasure was developed:

■ Result 9.1.2 If the noisy LSB of the counter value of a Loop PUF cannot be easily resolved, it
can be taken as a random bit. We measure the Loop PUF under a first, otherwise unused challenge
in order to generate such a bit. Depending on this random bit, the measurement order of ch and
¬ch for the next secret is either kept or inverted. Since the random bit is not known, the attacker
can measure the distance between frequencies but not the secret sign of the difference. At the same
time, the new LSB from a frequency measurement can be taken to protect the derivation of the next
secret. By this form of temporal masking, the Loop PUF protects itself without the need for an
additional TRNG. The experiments in [149] support this argumentation. ■

The attack so far was done with an oscilloscope with a sampling frequency of 1.25 GHz.
However, it was not clear if it is still feasible if an attacker has much worse equipment in place.
Such a scenario we analyzed in [154]. In that case, the attack was mounted remotely, e.g., on a
multi-tenant FPGA. The attacker, in that case, can program their IP on the same FPGA on which
the victim generates a secret with the PUF but has no direct access to take measurements. Related
scenarios have been successfully analyzed for cryptographic algorithms.

The method to mount a remote SCA is to realize some measurement circuit, usually a Time-to-
Digital Converter (TDC). This TDC in our work consists of a delay chain and a sequence of latches,
both driven by the same reference clock. Within one period of the reference clock, the clock signal
propagates through a certain number of elements in the delay chain. This chain is sampled using
latches. The number of elements the signal propagates through depends on the individual delay of
the gates but also on, e.g., the supply voltage. If another circuit’s computation causes small voltage
variations to the supply of the TDC, the number of traversed delay elements changes, enabling
observation of such side-channel leakage.

■ Result 9.1.3 With the concept of a TDC, it is possible to observe the frequency of a PUF. The

2Please note that novel mathematical transforms might be used to reveal the LSB, in particular, if the RO oscillates at
a low frequency.
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SNR with such a low-cost solution is, however, much worse so that several hundred repetitions
are needed to predict the Loop PUF response with similar precision as it is possible with a single
oscilloscope measurement. ■

9.1.2 Methods for Attacking and Protecting Amplitude-Based Quantization

While the temporal masking approach above protects the sign bit, it is still possible for an attacker
to derive the absolute difference between frequencies. This affects all not purely sign-based
quantization schemes introduced in Section 4.4: Given, e.g., the magnitude of a frequency difference
but not the sign for equiprobable or equidistant quantization, only two intervals can be reached,
reducing the entropy under given side-channel information to one bit. For the TMHD scheme,
only a single bit is derived per frequency difference. This bit is revealed using – depending on the
concrete implementation – the helper data and the information about the magnitude. The reason is
that the quantization to a response bit value of zero or one, as well as the derived helper data, is
based on the quantiles of the expected distribution of the analog responses. An attacker with access
to the absolute frequency differences generated by the PUF can estimate this distribution and do a
similar quantization step as the device itself. Also, for the Lehmer-Gray Encoding, knowing the
magnitude reduces the possible orders when sorting the frequencies, resulting in a loss of entropy.

■ Result 9.1.4 While several quantization techniques and PUFs are affected by the general results,
the use case considered in the research is a combination of the TMHD scheme and a Loop PUF.
In [151], we have shown mathematically that such a magnitude-based attack is possible, reducing
the entropy in the response after the TMHD scheme to zero. The feasibility of such an attack has
been shown experimentally in the same publication, too. ■

There are two strategies to prevent the attacker from mounting an attack exploiting the magni-
tude of frequency differences in this case: The attack is prevented if (i) the attacker does not know
in which order the challenges are applied to the Loop PUF or (ii) the attacker is not able to resolve
different frequencies.

In order to prevent the attacker from knowing the challenge order, it is necessary to randomize
them not only pairwise – as it has been done for the temporal masking – but in a way so that the
sequences of all challenges become unpredictable. At the same time, it must be the goal to be
lightweight and to reduce the randomness as much as possible. Two general approaches have been
considered to reach this goal: First, we demonstrated that a variant of Fisher-Yates shuffling is
an appropriate solution to the problem but requires – due to the need for rejection sampling – a
comparably large amount of randomness. Second, we demonstrated that a simple method using an
LFSR-based randomization strategy, which might seem a sufficient solution at first glance, is not
secure.

■ Result 9.1.5 In order to efficiently implement the randomization of the challenges, we suggested
a permutation generator in [151] by inventing a form of Fisher-Yates shuffling: The set of challenges
from which one has to choose reduces with each choice and does not always have a size, which
is a power of 2. However, a source of randomness in hardware produces typically binary random
numbers, which implies that the RNG output is always such a power of 2. Thus, rejection sampling
is a reasonable approach to select one challenge after the other without replacement. However, to
receive a completely unbiased distribution, a large number of rejections might be needed.3

As an alternative, we suggest choosing for each challenge a random number of a fixed length. If

3If e.g., 33 challenges remain in the set, a number from [0,32] must be sampled. This requires 6 bits. However, there
is a chance of close to 50% to sample with 6 bits a number in [33,63], and these samples must be rejected if no bias shall
be introduced.
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the number of bits in the random number Nr is larger than the number of possible challenges Nch,4

the probability that the same random number appears twice in Nch samples reduces with every
additional random bit. Sampling for all Nch challenges different random numbers using rejection
sampling and sorting the challenges in accordance with these numbers results in a random permuta-
tion. With this approach, we were able to show that, on average, approximately 577 random bits
are needed for permuting 63 challenges. ■

While this result already protects the TMHD scheme, a more lightweight pseudo-random
permutation would be reasonable for low-cost devices. Thus, the research in [151] analyzes a
permutation using an LFSR of minimum size.

■ Result 9.1.6 For the Loop PUF in combination with a Hadamard codeword and neglecting the
all-zero codeword, there are Nch = 2z −1 different challenges, with 2z the number of stages of the
Loop PUF. If these challenges shall be sorted in a pseudo-random manner, an LFSR of length z
with primitive feedback polynomial is sufficient: In this case, the state of the LFSR produces all
possible challenge indexes in a pseudo-random order. To make this pseudo-random permutation
unpredictable, (i) random seeds, (ii) multi-bit shifts, (iii) a randomly permuted – masked – state,
and (iv) different feedback polynomials can be used. While this is not perfectly secure, it would
end up in close to 20 bits of entropy for an attacker to guess the correct order. If the attacker is
not able to confirm the correct choice without guessing the complete key, this number might be
sufficient for certain lightweight applications, since also for the attack on a Loop PUF, which is
only protected by temporal masking, significant guessing and measurement effort is needed.

However, we developed in [151] another attack strategy on such a protection scheme: An
attacker can interpret frequencies or frequency differences as symbols. Correlating the symbol
sequences with the approx. 220 different sequences produced by the LFSR reduces the possible
choices for the sequence. As a result, an attack on such a lightweight permutation is feasible, and
this method cannot be suggested for protection. ■

Since the effort of implementing the permutation of challenges for the Loop PUF is relatively
high, the second option to prevent attacks on magnitude-based quantization, namely hiding the
frequency difference from an attacker, was explored, too. This has led to the invention of the
Interleaved Challenge Loop PUF (ICLooPUF) in [150].

■ Result 9.1.7 The ICLooPUF is derived from the Loop PUF based on the idea that a single period
of oscillation is hardly resolvable by an attacker. Thus, we implemented an approach where the
Loop PUF’s response is generated by alternately observing one period of the oscillation under the
challenge and one under the complementary challenge. Apparently, with this modification, it is no
longer possible to compare the number of oscillations of the Loop PUF under a challenge and the
corresponding complementary challenge within a fixed time, which would be needed to measure the
frequencies and compare them. To solve this problem, we transformed the measurement apparatus
into a time-domain measurement. I.e., the period length was approximated by oversampling and a
counter counting the sample clock counts up for one period of the Loop PUF and down for the next
period. This way, after several periods, the counter contains an approximation for the difference of
the period lengths, which is then quantized. ■

Analyzing this idea in practice has shown that the approach is indeed feasible. However,
significant oversampling is needed to reduce the risk of large quantization errors and wrong results,
limiting the speed the Loop PUF can run with. Since the Loop PUF typically has many stages and
has, thus, a relatively low frequency, this is no practical issue on the design side.

The implemented ICLooPUF was also theoretically and practically analyzed in [150].

4Please remember that the number of challenges for a Loop PUF is limited to the challenge length due to the use of
Hadamard codewords.
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■ Result 9.1.8 Theoretical and practical evaluations of the ICLooPUF have shown that the
difference between two periods cannot be observed by an attacker when measuring in the time
domain and analyzing the spectrum after an FFT in the frequency difference. In addition, the results
have shown that the ICLooPUF in combination with the TMHD scheme has excellent performance
w.r.t. reliability and indicate that the PUF quality in terms of unpredictability is sufficient, too. ■

The results shown in the research so far indicate that challenge permutation is a secure but costly
protection method for SCA attacks on magnitude-based quantization schemes. The ICLooPUF,
in contrast, seems a good starting point for a low-cost solution but is a modification of the PUF
primitive and, thus, not generic. It should also be mentioned that novel yet unpublished results
indicate that an attack exploiting the zero crossing of the up-down sample counter for the ICLooPUF
might be possible and that for low-frequency Loop PUFs, for which significant oversampling with an
oscilloscope is feasible, novel transforms might reveal exploitable information about the difference
in the period length. Thus, further investigations and improvements to the ICLooPUF approach are
still needed.

9.1.3 Impact on Other Oscillator Based PUFs

The research presented in this section was centered around the Loop PUF. However, some essential
findings are also relevant for other oscillator-based PUFs and beyond. First, it is worth mentioning
that the demonstrated attacks, including the novel remote SCA using a TDC, seem to be feasible
not only when a Loop PUF is used but also for other oscillator-based PUFs.

Regarding the sign-based attacks and countermeasures, it is worth noting that different from the
Loop PUF, most oscillator-based PUFs use frequency – or other – comparisons of spatially close
but distinct primitives. Thus, the temporal protection might only be applicable to a counter used
sequentially for different oscillator instances. While the counter in such a structure typically leaks
most from a side-channel perspective, leakage of the oscillators themselves cannot be precluded.
Nevertheless, it has been suggested in the past to shuffle the assignment from oscillator to counter
in order to make SCA harder. For this purpose, the idea to use the LSB of a counter counting
oscillator periods for protection might be useful.

With respect to magnitude-based quantization, in particular, the observations regarding chal-
lenge randomization are of relevance. If no localized measurements must be taken into consideration
as an attack scenario, the same techniques used for the Loop PUF are applicable to randomize the
order of measurements of different oscillators.

It is also worth highlighting that the apparent weakness of a Loop PUF, namely that an attacker
can resolve different measurements over time and does not need localized measurements to resolve
different oscillations, turns into a strength when it comes to side-channel protection: The results
from the research show that randomization in the order of measurements seems to be more effective
and better to implement than protections that must hide spatial dependencies.
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9.2 A Fault Injection Attack on the PUF Postprocessing

The previous section has demonstrated the feasibility of and countermeasures against SCA attacks
on PUF primitives. However, it is not sufficient to analyze the PUF only. As discussed in
Section 7.2.2, side-channel attacks exist targeting the postprocessing of a PUF response to a secret
key. This section now considers a FIA attack on this postprocessing, more precisely on the error
correction decoder.

9.2.1 Proposed Method and Results
As a use case for the analysis regarding the feasibility of a FIA attack on the PUF postprocessing,
a concatenation of a 7-Repetition and a (n,k,d) = (127,64,21) BCH code was used, which is
a representative of the most commonly used code construction for PUFs in literature. A Fuzzy
Commitment Scheme was used as HDA. The repetition decoder takes a sequence of 7-bit wide code
words computed from the PUF responses XOR the helper data and provides a single BCH codeword
bit as an output. The BCH codeword bits are sequentially fed into the BCH decoder. To make the
results independent from the PUF construction, the PUF was simulated for the experiments, which
provides full control over the PUF induced errors and the PUF response.

The novel attack uses a two-step approach:
1. The error correction code is brought to its correction limits so that any additional error results

in a wrong key.
2. A glitch is inserted into the design, resulting in an exploitable error, namely in the observation

of whether the key is correct or not, which is assumed to be observable from using the key in
some cryptographic algorithm.

The first step can be achieved directly by helper data manipulation as described in Section 7.1.
For the second step, a glitch was introduced by an on-chip glitch generator on FPGA, which
constitutes a best-case scenario for the attacker.

■ Result 9.2.1 Our analysis has shown that inserting a glitch results in a setup time violation
for the input bits, which must propagate from some source through the repetition decoder into
the BCH decoder. As a consequence, a bit bA, applied to the BCH decoder before the glitch, is
processed twice, and bit bB, which actually should be used, is skipped. This way, bB is replaced by
bA. With the strategy of bringing the BCH code to its correction limits in the first step, this results
in two different situations: If bB = bA, the codeword is corrected to the correct one; if bB ̸= bA, the
resulting codeword, and thus the key, is incorrect. An attacker can distinguish these two cases. In
other words, the attacker gains the knowledge if two subsequent bits are equal. For an idealized
attack, the attacker would reveal all dependencies and would be left with one bit of entropy, i.e., the
choice of some reference bit being logically zero or one.

We have shown, however, that in our practical setting, the attacker cannot reveal all dependencies
between codeword bits. This is the case, e.g., since, at some positions, the inserted glitch affects not
only the data path. This results in the problem that the derived key is never correct when inserting a
glitch at this position. In addition, the insertion of the glitch-caused error does not always succeed,
so multiple repetitions of the attack are necessary to reveal the correct secret. Consequently, while
the attack is still feasible, the attacker remains with higher effort and a higher uncertainty than
theoretically possible. Different guessing strategies have been explored, utilizing also that an
attacker might predict which bit positions always fail. It was found that, on average, for attacks on
different FPGAs and a noise-free PUF, around nine out of sixty-four bits of entropy remain for an
attacker under the best guessing strategy. ■

While the previous result already demonstrates that the attack is feasible, there are different
shortcomings: First, the PUF is assumed to be noise-free; Second, the attack can be prevented
when the helper data is hashed with the error-corrected secret to a key since, in this case, the key
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will always be wrong if helper data is manipulated; Third, we rely on an on-chip glitch setup.
Starting with the third shortcoming, an off-chip-generated glitch is likely much less precise, but
more repetitions are expected to remedy the effect. Another experiment addressed the first and the
second shortcomings.

■ Result 9.2.2 The requirement for the attack is that the BCH decoder is on its error correction
bound. However, the error correction is designed to correct all errors in the worst case but not much
more. Thus, it might be possible to modify supply voltage and environmental conditions in a way so
that the error correction is already at its bound. Within such a setting, no helper data manipulation
is needed anymore, and consequently, hashing helper data would not hinder the attack.

The experiment, in this regard, manipulated the PUF so that, on average, the BCH decoder was
on the error correction limit and considered a noisy PUF. The attack indeed performed significantly
worse, and for some FPGA boards, no successful attack was possible. However, for most cases, it
was still possible to mount a successful attack, although the remaining entropy was higher than for
the noise-free case with helper data manipulations. ■

Since the attack is very powerful and challenging to prevent, it is worth exploring if existing
SCA countermeasures – in particular, the codeword masking mentioned in Section 7.2 – are
effective against this FIA attack.

■ Result 9.2.3 Applying the described attack on implementation with codeword masking revealed
that such a countermeasure can be effective if it is implemented correctly. However, depending on
the implementation, the attack might get even more efficient for such an implementation so that
no general conclusion can be drawn. Further, it can be expected that the attack is also effective
for decoders other than the BCH decoder. However, highly parallelized implementations of error
correction decoders might be less sensitive against this kind of FIA, but usually result in a higher
area overhead. Further research is needed in order to confirm this expectation and to come up with
optimized solutions against this kind of attack. ■

9.2.2 Bibliographic Information
This work [131] appeared as:

Jonas Ruchti, Michael Gruber, and Michael Pehl
When the Decoder has to Look Twice: Glitching a PUF Error Correction
IACR Transactions on Cryptographic Hardware and Embedded Systems,
2022(3), Pages 26 – 70
doi: https://doi.org/10.46586/tches.v2022.i3.26-70
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9.3 Protection Against Probing Attacks

In the previous sections, attacks on PUF primitives and their postprocessing were shown. However,
after a secret is derived on a chip, the secret needs to be transmitted to a cryptographic core, and
other sensitive information needs to be sent over wires on the chip. A powerful attack to reveal
such secret information is a probing attack. I.e., an attacker attaches a probe to a device in order to
read out secret information as discussed in Section 5.3. One countermeasure is to detect the case
if a probe is attached and to transmit secret information only if no such case is observed. In this,
detector circuits must provide low false positive as well as false negative rates since too large false
positive rates would prevent the circuit from operating correctly, which reduces manufacturing
yield, and a too large false negative rate would open the door for probing attacks. Existing solutions
frequently have the problem of requiring significant calibration effort to achieve a good trade-off.

9.3.1 Proposed Method and Results

The novel probing detector introduced in [110] significantly reduces this problem by applying
differential measurements of oscillator structures. In this, the work focuses on the protection of bus
lines, which are in the first step of equal length. The bus lines are included in the oscillator, and a
probe attached to one of the bus lines is detected since it slows down the oscillation frequency. To
measure the difference, two counters are instantiated, counting the oscillations, and the first counter
reaching some reference value stops the measurement.

■ Result 9.3.1 Since differential measurement between two identically designed oscillators is
applied, variations due to temperature and global process variations cancel out to a large extent. The
use of an oscillator causes the same line to be measured multiple times, making the detector more
sensitive against small probes. Nevertheless, process variations and other effects have an impact so
that the difference between the two counters counting a pair of oscillators is likely different from
zero when counting for long enough. A so-called decision bound accounts for this effect. I.e., only
if the counter difference is small enough, no alarm is raised. [110] has evaluated different decision
bounds and has shown that for sufficiently long measurement time in terms of oscillations of the
ROs, probes can be detected with high probability while keeping the false positive rate low. ■

The problem of detecting a probe gets more complicated if the lines of the bus have different
lengths. This is, however, frequently the case in practical applications. To overcome this problem,
[111] enlarges the concept by a calibration step.

■ Result 9.3.2 Taking the decision bound, which provides the best trade-off in [110], experiments
first show that the case of bus lines with nominally the same length is indeed the case for which
probes are the easiest to detect. They further show that for long bus lines with corresponding
significant differences in length, no reliable detection is possible anymore with the initial approach.
Thus, the distribution of counter differences for the probed and unprobed cases has been analyzed.
The two cases can be modeled by close-to-Gaussian probability distributions, for which an optimal
distinguisher can be found. Apparently, each oscillation frequency is influenced similarly by the
additional capacitance introduced by an attached probe. Thus, the characterization allows for
coming up with a fixed offset value from the expected counter difference to define when a bus line
is considered to be unprobed and when it is considered to be probed. Only the expected counter
difference value must be characterized, which is only at nominal conditions and without an artificial
probe capacity attached. This is considered a feasible task in the manufacturing process and is a
benefit when compared to other probing detectors that might require calibration with and without a
(faked) probe in place in order to achieve very good results. ■
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10. Statistical Evaluation of PUFs

The previous chapter has discussed side-channel leakage and physical attacks as a threat to the
extraction of secrets from hardware-intrinsic features. However, if the PUF is not perfect, the
responses become at least partly predictable already from a statistical analysis. It was discussed
in Chapter 6 that several metrics exist to evaluate the quality of PUFs. So why is more research
needed? Overall, the state of the art in analyzing the predictability of PUF-derived secrets reveals
two gaps: First, the evaluation usually focuses on binary PUF responses. This is addressed in
Section 10.1. Second, estimates of the PUF entropy require some improvements. A contribution
is provided in Section 10.2. In addition, this chapter introduces in Section 10.3 a novel PUF
design and shows (i) how the quality of such a design can be considered already at design time and
(ii) discusses methods for a more meaningful estimation of bit error rates compared to the usual
state of the art in PUF literature.

10.1 Bias Estimation for Higher-Order Alphabet PUFs
Frequently, for PUFs, analog measurement results are available that are quantized in a subsequent
step. The most common quantization techniques provide a mapping to a single bit by comparing
differences between measurement results. However, more entropy per area can be gained by
quantizing the analog responses into higher-order alphabet symbols using, e.g., the equiprobable or
equidistant quantization discussed in Section 4.4. While these methods are known, state-of-the-art
evaluation methods for PUFs frequently fail to provide appropriate test methods and focus instead
on binary responses.

Seizing on the idea of different dimensions of PUF evaluation shown in Fig. 6.1 on page Page 45
bias must be considered over chips, positions on a chip, and challenges, and correlations must be
considered between positions on a chip and over challenges. For the correlation metrics like Spatial
Autocorrelation or Fisher-Yates Test in Section 6.3.3, straightforward approaches exist to apply
them to higher-order alphabet PUFs. However, the bias metrics, approximating the expected PUF
response by the relative frequency in a binary string, cannot directly be adapted: It is intuitive to
call a higher-order response biased if some symbols appear with higher frequency than others. The
expectation value of a higher-order response does, however, not necessarily differ from the ideal
value if the symbols are chosen from such a suboptimal distribution.
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10.1.1 Proposed Method and Results

To overcome the difficulty with testing the bias of higher-order alphabet PUFs, three methods have
been suggested and investigated in [44]: Pearson’s Chi-square Test, a test based on multinomial
confidence intervals, and a test defining acceptable intervals. All of these tests are statistically
sound tests in the sense that they test if hypothetical properties are fulfilled and that p-values for
the test are computed, providing confidence in the result.

■ Result 10.1.1 Pearson’s Chi-square Test compares the observed distribution of symbols with an
expected one. The test has been adapted for the case of PUF testing so that the expected probability
for every symbol is not necessarily fixed but has to be within a certain range. This approach
allows for testing realistic PUFs, for which a particular bias might be acceptable even if such a bias
strictly requires postprocessing to compensate for it. To provide reasonable results, for Pearson’s
Chi-square Test, the test should be designed so that the expectation for every symbol to appear is
sufficiently large, implying an overall huge number of samples if the expected probabilities for
some symbols are low. The main drawback of Pearson’s Chi-square Test is that it does not provide
insights into why the test fails. In addition, if the null hypothesis of a PUF following the expected
distribution cannot be rejected, no clear statement of the PUF quality can be made.

The second test, based on multinomial confidence intervals, computes a confidence interval per
symbol, providing insights regarding what the actual distribution of the symbols might be. The test,
thus, provides confidence if a PUF has good quality: Good quality can be expected if the required
probability for each symbol is within the confidence interval and the confidence intervals are small
enough. However, if the interval size is not small, the actual distribution of symbols can also be
far off the intended distribution. An interesting approach of the computed confidence interval is,
however, that they can be used to provide a lower bound for the min-entropy of a response with a
certain confidence.

The third test, which defines acceptable intervals, requires uncorrelated data. Under this
assumption, similar to the approach in [167] for binary responses, the null hypothesis that the PUF
is of too low quality can be formulated. This corresponds to the hypothesis that the probability
of occurrence for any symbol is larger or smaller than a specific value. The test operates on each
symbol individually and ensures – if it is rejected – a good PUF quality with high confidence. The
test is, in particular, useful if a certain bias can be compensated by post-processing in a PUF design
and high confidence is needed that the requirements for this post-processing are not violated. ■

The tests described in this section are, in principle, sufficient to test any higher-order alphabet
PUFs regarding their bias. Experimental results in [44] reveal their strength and limitations.

■ Result 10.1.2 To start with the limitations, two points shall be mentioned: First, bias tests work
reliably only if correlations between bits can be excluded. Thus, as a first step, a correlation test
should be applied when testing any PUFs. Second, for HOA PUFs, even more samples are needed
when compared to PUFs with binary response. As a consequence, testing HOA PUFs is generally
more expensive, and this problem cannot be overcome with the introduced methods. In particular,
high confidence in the test results of a single chip might be hard to achieve since the number of
PUFs on a chip is bounded by design. Nevertheless, the results of the tests have shown that the
suggested metrics can detect weaknesses where other metrics fail and are well suited for testing
PUFs. ■
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10.2 Entropy Estimation for PUFs

While the statistical evaluation of a PUF with bias and correlation metrics is a reasonable tool to
analyze and guarantee the quality, measuring the entropy in the PUF response provides a more
global view of the PUF quality. Furthermore, in the end, the entropy in the PUF-derived key is a
strict constraint when designing a system. Thus, entropy metrics for PUFs are discussed in this
section. In this regard, it is worth noting that the term "entropy" in the PUF context refers to the
exploitable entropy resulting from process variations. Variations due to noise effects are either not
considered or do not provide a positive contribution to the PUF entropy defined this way.

10.2.1 Improving Compression-Based Estimates
In Section 10.1, it was mentioned that based on the statistical evaluation with multinomial con-
fidence intervals, a min-entropy could be computed. However, this does not take into account
correlated PUF responses. Thus, the entropy estimation in this section is based on the CTW
approach introduced to the PUF domain in [69]. The approach constructs a context tree based on a
sequence of symbols and uses it to derive an upper bound for the joint entropy based on this. While
it was demonstrated that the approach produces good results in the evaluation of PUFs, it has one
significant drawback: It considers the data a stream and constructs the context tree based on this
stream. If two symbols are not in the same context, correlations between them might not influence
the entropy estimate.

■ Result 10.2.1 Many PUFs are arranged as an array. In these cases, correlations between spatially
neighboured PUF cells are more likely since physical effects cause them to appear. To cover such
cases, spatial contexts are defined in [124] and it has been shown that the asymptotic properties of
the CTW algorithm are not affected by this modification. The approach was tested with different
actually measured PUF data for which the results show that this Spatial CTW provides a tighter
bound and converges faster for the case of a PUF. In addition, using different shapes for the spatial
context allows for identifying potential weaknesses in the PUF.

The developed approach is also practical for HOA PUFs, where the main difference is that a
non-binary tree is built to compute the probabilities needed for entropy estimation. ■

It is worth noting that – while we achieved a tighter bound – other modern compression
algorithms might be used to replace CTW. Nevertheless, the results indicate that it is reasonable to
consider spatial dependencies in the data structure for such algorithms, too. It is also important to
keep in mind that any lossless compression algorithm provides only an upper bound for entropy.
As such, it cannot prove a good quality of a PUF but can rather show if the entropy provided by a
PUF is too low for some application scenario.

10.2.2 Estimation of Entropy in a Key
While the evaluation methods in this section focused so far on the quality of the PUF response, the
focus is shifted in the following towards the key. Apparently, the entropy in a PUF-derived secret
cannot be larger than the entropy by the PUF itself. However, for the key, the attacker has some
additional knowledge in the form of helper data. This is, instead of estimating the entropy of the
PUF response H(p), the conditional entropy H(p|w) of the PUF response given the helper data
must be computed. The result corresponds to the uncertainty regarding the knowledge of a secret
for an attacker.1

As it has been discussed in Section 6.3.4, previous work in [35, 164] has introduced the
basic mathematical concept for estimating the average conditional min-entropy for this case: These
concepts exploit that not every response appears with the same probability. With the side knowledge

1When hashing the secret to a key, entropy might be further reduced.
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of the helper data, this means that certain codewords are much more likely than others. Exploiting
this knowledge, the central formula for the average conditional min-entropy is derived in [35] such
that for every possible helper data sequence used to reconstruct a codeword, the probability of the
most likely codeword is summed up, and the result is divided by the number of codewords and
finally logarithmized to compute the entropy.

For realistic code length, it is not possible to iterate over all possible helper data sequences and
to sum them up. However, for PUFs, linear codes are typically used. For these codes and under
the assumption of equally likely codewords2 the number of operations to compute the average
conditional min-entropy for an (n,k,d) code can be reduced to 2n−k. This is still too much for
practical codes, so that for realistic code-length improvements are needed. [35] has reduced the
number of operations by grouping all PUF response sequences that result in the same probability.
This is possible with reasonable effort for the cases of iid biased responses or equal correlation
between all bits, which are the cases considered in [35]. However, for practical PUF responses
with different biases per position, every response has its probability. So grouping is not possible
anymore. For this case, [164] suggested an approximation.

However, even with these simplifications, the computation effort is too high for analyzing
practical codes. The challenges are (i) to compute the different probabilities needed and (ii) to
derive the conditional average min-entropy based on this. Thus, [163] introduces a Response Mass
Function (RMF). An RMF is defined as a discrete distribution that provides for every expected
probability of a response the relative frequency of occurrence of precisely this probability. The
RMF of the complete PUF is constructed through convolution from RMFs of sub-groups of PUF
responses. If all probabilities appear precisely once, still the number of different probabilities
would be too large for practical computation of the average conditional min-entropy. However,
instead of assigning every probability of occurrence in the RMF an individual relative frequency,
multiple probabilities can be conflated into a single bar of a histogram representing probabilities of
responses within a certain range. The resulting limited number of bars of the histogram can be used
to compute the average conditional min-entropy of the PUF given the helper data.

■ Result 10.2.2 Applying this approach in [46] to codes of practical length and using actual and
synthetic PUF data provides not only confidence in the applicability of the method. It also provides
insights into how codes shall be designed for PUFs. Overall, the findings can be summarized as
follows: Unsurprisingly, less helper data are always beneficial. This means that codes with higher
rates are preferable. Also, shorter codes of the same rate leak less. The practical results also show
that for the considered PUF in [46], which has an approximated min-entropy in the PUF response
of more than 0.7 bits per response bit, for the best code rate achievable with a linear block code
– a case that is defined through the Griesmer bound and serves as a reference – the entropy per
bit when considering error correction is slightly above 0.3 bits per message bit. The frequently
used concatenation of a 7-repetition and a (n,k,d) = (127,64,21) BCH code results in an average
conditional min-entropy of slightly above 0.1 bits per message bit.

Additional experiments with synthetic data allowed for the insertion of a controlled correlation
between symbols. For this case, a hypothetical RO PUF with overlapping comparison3 was
considered, a case that appeared in literature and is known to be – without further protection
mechanism – vulnerable against side-channel attacks and to contain correlations. With the novel
estimation approach, computation of the average conditional min-entropy was possible. The result
illustrates that the loss in entropy with such an overlapping comparison is already for small groups

2This assumption can be assumed to be fulfilled if the codeword is chosen at random, e.g., in a Fuzzy Commitment or
Code-Offset Construction.

3For four ROs frequencies fA, fB, fC, and fD, e.g., an overlapping comparison would derive three bits from comparing
the tuples ( fA, fB),( fB, fC),( fC, fD) while a non-overlapping comparison would derive two bits from the comparisons
( fA, fB),( fC, fD)
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of ROs so significant that a non-overlapping comparison provides more bits of entropy, although
fewer response bits are produced. As a consequence, this research was able to demonstrate that
an overlapping comparison is not only more vulnerable to SCA but also less effective in terms of
entropy. ■
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10.3 Design and Evaluation of a Novel PUF Primitive

While the chapter has focused so far on the evaluation of the unpredictability of a PUF, the last
section, as well as the machine learning attack in Section 8.2, have also demonstrated that the
error correction is relevant from a security perspective. From a high-level perspective, less error
correction is always beneficial, not only for the reduction of area overhead but also for reaching a
higher security level with fewer PUF responses and helper data. This can be reached if the error
probability of the PUF is reduced.

10.3.1 Proposed Method and Results

A reduction of the error probability of a PUF response can be reached best by a design optimization
of the measurement circuit of a PUF in the analog domain. The proposal in [128] targets this
goal by introducing a resistor-based PUF. Integrated resistors on a device act as the source of
randomness and are measured via the voltage drop when a well-defined current is applied. An
analog compensation circuit removes temperature effects. By comparing pairs of resistors, effects
like variations of the supply voltage or humidity-caused strain are canceled. Since the compared
resistors are placed in spatially distinct areas on the chip and might see different global variations,
an additional trimming of the currents flowing through the PUF elements is used to remove such
effects. The circuit has been evaluated through exhaustive simulations, constituting results from
1000 chips with 200 PUF responses derived per chip from 200 voltage differences as the analog
PUF responses. The characterization was done over a temperature range from −40 ◦C to 110 ◦C.
It can be expected that the analog simulation models the actual behavior on the chip – despite
correlations – well.

■ Result 10.3.1 The analysis shows that the noise-free raw differences of analog voltage measure-
ments are well modeled by a Gaussian distribution with a mean close to zero. This is the expected
result for a good PUF regarding the analog responses. Also, applying classical performance metrics
for unpredictability to the quantized PUF response demonstrates excellent PUF behavior. These
results were confirmed also by applying improved metrics defined in [167]. However, it has to be
noted that this result can only act as a first indicator for the actual PUF quality since correlations
are not analyzed due to the limitations in the simulation, and an actually manufactured PUF might
reveal unexpected effects reducing the quality. ■

With the unpredictability of the PUF confirmed, in addition, the reliability of the PUF was
analyzed. Furthermore, the efficiency in terms of the number of bits needed to derive a secret key
was estimated. For this estimate, a concatenation of repetition and (n,k,d) = (127,64,21) BCH
code was used, and a 128-bit key was targeted to be comparable to other research results.

■ Result 10.3.2 To estimate the error probability of the PUF, a more systematic approach was
taken than usually provided in the PUF literature. We start with the assumption that a specific yield
must be achieved during the manufacturing of the chip. I.e., the error correction must be able to
correct the error on a high percentage – here 99.73% which corresponds to a 3-sigma design – of
chips down to a key or frame error probability of at most 10−6. It follows that the BER must be
predicted, which is met in the worst-case corner for the targeted percentage of chips. The error
correction must then be designed to correct at least this error rate.

To come up with such a design, the temperature shift and the random noise must be considered.
The temperature shift is a non-probabilistic effect, for which the worst case must be determined,
but it does not have the same effect on every pair of resistors, which makes it challenging to model.
Two approaches are suggested for this.

1. A worst case model is derived from the simulations by observing the maximum shift of the
measured voltage differences, and it is assumed that – different from reality – all responses
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are negatively impacted by this effect.4 With this pessimistic model, a BER of nearly 18%
was reached, which would make the PUF less effective than the state of the art.

2. A more realistic bit-error rate is derived from an empirical model. In that case, the distribution
of the BER over chips at the worst-case corner is measured and modeled by a beta distribution.
From this distribution and upper bound for the BER of a defined percentage of chips – e.g.,
99.73% – can be concluded. With this model, a BER of approx. 11% was predicted,
indicating that the PUF is more reliable than other state-of-the-art PUFs.

Since the predicted error rate is still relatively high, we suggest in [128] also a digital post-
processing strategy: The mean temperature shift for some reference temperatures is determined at
design time. When the device is measured at run time, a temperature-dependent value is added or
subtracted to the observed (digitized) analog voltage difference before deriving the secret bit. With
this compensation, the estimated error probability under the empirical model is only approx. 5%
making error correction much more efficient. ■
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The results in this section were published in [128], which appeared as:

Carl Riehm, Christoph Frisch, Florin Burcea, Matthias Hiller, Michael Pehl, and Ralf Brederlow
Structured Design and Evaluation of a Resistor-Based PUF Robust Against PVT-Variations
2023 26th International Symposium on Design and Diagnostics of Electronic Circuits and
Systems (DDECS),
Pages 93 – 98, IEEE, 2023
doi: https://doi.org/10.1109/DDECS57882.2023.10139352

4In reality, the drift in voltages improves the reliability of some responses and decreases the reliability of others.

https://doi.org/10.1109/DDECS57882.2023.10139352


11. Conclusion and Outlook

In the last decade, significant progress has been made in exploiting hardware-intrinsic features.
The main focus of research has been in this regard on silicon-based PUFs, for which a long list of
possible implementations exists. This collection has provided a summary of the state of the art. It
has been shown that the main applications exploiting hardware-intrinsic features are (i) secure key
storage, (ii) authentication, identification, and fingerprinting, and (iii) tamper detection mechanisms.
The techniques used in this regard still require refinement. In addition, they have to be continuously
tested for security against novel attack strategies and require careful evaluation. Therefore, this
collection contributed to these three areas.

The novel protocol introduced as a first contribution in this collection demonstrated how PUFs
could be included in current designs and explored which strategies for a PUF design might be most
efficient. The limitation if a Multi Challenge PUF is used in such a design was demonstrated by
developing a novel machine-learning attack on PUF-based key storage. From the results, it can be
concluded that Multi Challenge PUFs can be used for key storage only for a very limited number of
keys without bearing the risk of getting vulnerable against machine learning. Nevertheless, modern
Multi Challenge PUF designs might still allow for storing several hundred keys with a single PUF.
This becomes, in particular, true if efficient error correction is implemented that requires only a
low number of helper data and PUF bits to derive a key. The feasibility of such an efficient error
correction scheme, namely the efficient implementation of a Polar decoder, was therefore also
shown and discussed in this collection.

If hardware-intrinsic features are exploited to store a secret key, it is of great importance to
ensure that this secret cannot be read out with hardware-related attacks. The reason is that hardware-
intrinsic features are usually exploited in the context of lightweight applications for which physical
access through an attacker cannot be excluded. Therefore, this collection also discussed hardware-
related attacks on the PUF primitive and the error correction of a PUF. The focus regarding PUF
primitives was on oscillator-based PUF primitives and, in particular, the Loop PUF. The research in
this direction, however, needs to be continued: Several new and well-established PUF primitives are
not yet researched regarding their vulnerability against SCA. In addition, FIA on such primitives is
another open topic to be analyzed.
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Regarding the postprocessing of the PUF, a novel FIA weakness was shown in this collection.
This is a significant contribution since it emphasizes considering such attacks in the design of
PUF-based secure key storage. Nevertheless, additional research is needed to better understand
which decoder constructions are, in particular, insensitive against FIA and also against SCA
attacks. Findings in this regard might provide insights not only relevant for PUFs but also, e.g., for
code-based post-quantum cryptography.

In the context of attacks, also countermeasures against invasive attacks have been discussed.
A new, promising probing detector was suggested. This research might also become of relevance
for future invasive attacks on integrated circuits: A current trend is to implement complex systems
through chiplets. Between the integrated chiplets, communication channels must be established over
which sensitive data might be transmitted. It is likely not reasonable to encrypt every transmission
between integrated chiplets so that other protection mechanisms, e.g., probing detection strategies,
are needed to counter such an attack.

In the last contribution chapter of this collection, improvements towards a consistent evaluation
of PUFs were proposed. These advances bridged gaps in the state of the art regarding considering
higher-order alphabet responses from PUFs, spatial dependencies, and entropy estimations for a
key. Although a standard for evaluating PUFs exists as discussed in state of the art in Section 6.3.6,
this standard does not define a concise but complete test strategy. Developing such a test strategy is
part of the ongoing research.1 It is such a tool and a complete and reliable evaluation strategy that is
a prerequisite for even wider usage of hardware-intrinsic features in secure systems and ultimately
for certification of PUFs as the root of trust.

Besides analyzing the quality regarding unpredictability and reliability, the last section also
discussed a novel PUF primitive based on resistors. This is an example of a systematic approach
for exploiting hardware-intrinsic features with a novel technology. A similar analysis, but also the
development of dedicated error correction strategies, will be needed for other novel PUF structures,
e.g., when integrating memristor-based PUFs into secure systems.2

Overall, while different research questions remain for the future, this collection provided a
snapshot of the state of the art at the time of its composition. The presented contributions provide
significant insights and improvements regarding the design, hardware protection, and security
analysis of PUFs and their postprocessing, as tools to derive secrets from hardware-intrinsic
features.

1At the time of the compilation of this collection, the first version of such a strategy was under preparation for
publication.

2The design and analysis of a BFO-based PUF co-authored by the author was under review at the time of the
composition of this collection.
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